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MEMORANDUM FOR ' '

.... "" . THE CHAIRMAN, ..
"- UNDER SECRETARIES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: Review of U.S. Policy on Micronesia's
.. :,..Y" Future Status ' ....

The NSC Under Secretaries Committee is requested to undertake ..

a review of U.S. policy toward the future status of Micronesia,
including the negotiating instructions to the President's Personal ..

Representative for Micronesian Status Negotiations. The study
should exclude the Northern Marianas district. 5_-

•
_ " ' . The review of the negotiating instructionsshould be made in light _

• of developments since promulgation of tl_e current instructions on
O

November.._.14, 1973. The study should develop options for U.S.
policy wnlcn address the needs and concerns of the nations' popu-

lations and preserve U.S. security interests. ,_
• . O

The review should take into account: .... "

-- Indications (in particular the new draft Micronesian

• Constitution) that the Micronesians are not amenable to a free

association arrangement which would meet the terms of Ambassador

Williams ' pr e sent negotiating instru cti ons.

"" -- Changes in the Asia-Pacific arena that affect U. S.
strategic interests in Micronesia. ",

-- Experience of other Pacific Island entities such as the
Cooks and Western Samoa.

' -- U¢S. Congressional and public attitudes.
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The study should present a range of options for our negotiating ,-... .-.:--- .....
strategy and appropriate recon_nendations for the President's - ...,...... -. ,.

consideration. The review should be completed and forwarded '"-_"" '_ "_:(" ito the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs by 5,
March 1, 1976..

....... ..,. . .:.:, Z:. I

. _. ":,,.... _ . Brent Scowcroft
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MEMORANDUM 0067 " "'

_:- i " •NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

GDS _/ A C TION

=.

• /i '

SUBJECT: Review of U.S. Policy on Micronesia's Future Status _ ;_(

' . ¢0._.;The Problem - _

The President's Personal Representative for Micronesian Status

Negotiations, Ambassador F. Haydn Williams, wrote a letter (Tab B )
to the President on December 10, 1975. The letter recommended a

full review of our policy on the future status of M/cronesia excluding o

the Northern Marianas District. The Ambassador recommended that

the review reconsider U.S. basic objectives in Micronesia and submit

an updated policy paper with recommendations to the NSC by M_arch i;
1976 for subsequent transmittal to the President.

(D

I believe such a review would be timely. /Viicronesians outside the

Northern Marianas have recently made clear that they are not amenable

to a free association arrangement that would meet the terms of o_m
Ambassador Williams' present negotiating instructions. These

instructions, dated November 14, 1973 (Tab C), include among U.S. ._
primary objectives: denial of the area for military use by third parties;

establishment of U. S. authority over all matters that relate to foreign

anddefense affairs of Micronesia; and obtaining U.S. rights to land

options for military training areas and future bases.

Re ce_____ nt Deve lopment

A Micronesian Constitutional convention on November 8, 1975 approved
a new constitution of the "federated states of Micronesia" that sets clear

parameters for Micronesia's future relationship with the United States.

The new constitution provides for a sovereign state and makes clear that

a treaty, approved by a complicated ratification process, will have to

cover delegation to another government of major powers such as foreign
relations and defense.

!: -



The Micronesian Congress held a territory-wide informal status

__refeez_endumlast July. The results were confusing due to public mis-

understanding and the possibility of voting for two options. In any

event, the two most populous districts, Truk and Ponape, voted over-
whelmingIy for independence.

Also in the Law of the Sea forum, the Micronesians have claimed a

_ far-flung marine area and have insisted on being a full party to any
Law of the Sea treaty.

- - L " -

At the same time, there seems to be rethinking even in DOD of the

need for an ironclad "denial" arrangement affecting the non-Marianas

- districts of Micronesia. The strategic relevance of the Northern

Marianas to our unfettered use of Guam as a military base was the
main concern of our military planners. The other Micronesian islands

-were of less• concern. Several island entities south of kdicronesia

* have become independent or quasi-independent states in the last few

__years. Island states, like Fiji, Tonga, and the Solomons, are as
i likely targets as Micronesia for any future base-hunting foreign power.

• O

i - There seems no compelling need for us to attempt to gain ironclad

. _ exclusion rights over all the Micronesian islands if we do not have o_
-the same rights in the South Pacific. At the same time, _ficronesians S

clearly expect to negotiate defense arrangements with the United States. C_

Course of Action ._

o

Our goal should be to try to complete the ratification process of the

Covenant with the Northern Marianas. Opposition to the Covenant has cz

arisen in the Senate Armed Services and Foreign Relations Committee.

There is a possibility some Senators will push an amendment that will

delay ratification of the Covenant until we conclude a status agreement
with the other districts of Micronesia. We should move ahead with

our review of our policy towards these other districts regardless of

what the Senate action should be. Showing that we are prepared to

offer or even encourage an independence option for these other districts

should facilitate approval of the Covenant, which reflects the strong

desires of the people of the Northern Marianas for a permanent

association. _he 1973 instructions gave Ambassador Williams authority

to offer an independence option to the non-Marianas districts, but only
as a tactic.) An independent or quasi-independent status for the other

districts, including a treaty arrangement with the United States for the

handling of foreign and defense affairs, should also facilitate approval

in the United Nations of the manner of our termination of the trusteeship. _ °

We would also expect to retain our missile tracking ficilities on Kwajaldin.



Procedure

f-.

We have prepared a memorandum for the Chairman of the Under

Secretaries Committee directing that the NSC-USC Inter-Agency Working

Group for Micronesia undertake a review of U.S. policy toward the

future status of Micronesia. (The study is to exclude the Northern

Marianas district unless the Congress acts unfavorably on the Northern
Marianas Covenant. )

The memorandum directs that the study review U. S. interests in this

issue and present a new range o£ options in our negotiating strategy and

appropriate recommendations for the President!s considerations.

REC OMMENDA TION: " - ..

That you sign the memorandum to the President at Tab I requesting

authority to issue the memorandum in his name.

' . " _o

Concurrence: Les Janka e

N

b,,I.



" - _ _ THE WHITE HOUSE . .._". _, " _." .
. ,f , .

WASHINGTON
. . • -. •

-- Old Executive Office Building _.
_ - Room 373 _

. : . , Washlngton, D.C. 20506

' " December 10, 1975 _ ..

The President '_
The White House ' _ _.- _, " .

Washington_ D C 20500 _. -"
. _ . • :

.L.I.

Dear Mr. President: .... _. :-...--.... __ .... •
• . ." . • . . .

Since my last report to you on June 17, 1975 there ....._.
_ have been some important developments which bear on the

future political status of the Northern Marianas and on
. the remaining districts of the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands• . _
• . . " * "..'_:'..

The Covenant to Establish t _

- ,,e Commonwealth of the "i_
Northern Mariana Islands in Political Union with the • !_

! United States of America which you forwarde_ on July ]., _ _
: 1975, to th_ Congress with your request for early favor- Iable action was

approved by the House on July 21, without j__

_ .." a dissenting vote. Since that time the matter has been 'i_before the Senate. The Interior Committee approved the

, measure on October 22, 1975. It was then referred jointly "_
to.the Senate Foreign Relations Committee and to Armed
Services. Extensive hearings by these Committees have

been completed• The deadline for their final action, ._
• originally set for December 3, has now been extended by
_ * unanimous consent to January 27, 1976. At that time a

Joint committee report and recommendation on the Covenant
wlll be filed with the Senate along with the report ofthe Interior Committee. .

I

Opposition to the Marianas Commonwealth Covenant has _
heretofore been limited to a very few Senators (Byrd of

• " Virginia, Pell, and Hart of Colorado), but the number is
growing• Senator Charles Percy has now taken the lead
In calling for deferral of approval of the Administration,s
bill until the future political status of the remainder of

• the Territory is determined, and it would appear that

Senator Percy prefers that-the Covenant not be approved•
! ,.

0

•. .. . .
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! Members of the three committees concerned (InteriOr, :i' ': :i:.i./._".) .[

; Foreign Relations and Armed Services) and their staffs

• i . now believe that passage of the Covenant is in Jeopardy '
and that in the absence of strong support from the

; Administration, the legislation is very likely to be
defeated.

The negotiations with the remainder of the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands have been in abeyance
during the past year. The October 1974 ad referendum
agreement on a Compact of Free Associatio--_ has neither

been accepted nor rejected by the Congress of Micronesia;
the only formal action by the Congress was a call for

renegotiation of the financial provisions of the Compact.
" Further negotiations were, however, put aside by the

Micronesians while they awaited the results respectively
•of the Law of the Sea meeting in Geneva, a territory-wide
informal status referendum and the Micronesian Constitu-

h=tional Convention. With these events now behind them,
"the Joint Committee on Future Status is calling for an
- informal meeting preparatory to a resumption of formal ;

negotiations sometime in the spring of next year.

The draft Micronesian Constitution appears to conflict
_n a nu...b., of _,,_ _ _....•_.,_n_a_ respects with the draft Compact

.. of Free Association and my current instructions. In view
,_ .of _his and other related developments, including the S

Micronesian position on Law of the Sea, i recommend that
a full U.S. policy review be undertaken for the purpose of
updating the National Security Council, Under Secretaries
Committee Micronesian policy paper of November 14 1973 I' " O

believe this review should reconsider United States basic

objectives in Micronesia in the context of larger American ._

..interests and the Pacific Doctrine which you enunciatedduring your recent trip to Asia and the Pacific. I recom-

....." mend that this reassessment be undertaken immediately by
the NSC-USC Interagency Group for Micronesia and that an
updated policy paper with recommendations be submitted to

.._the NSC-USC by March l, 1976 for its consideration and

subsequent transmittal to you. In the meantime, informal
efforts will be made to draw out the Joint Committee on

:=_Future Status on a number of important issues relevant to
._.the United States policy reassessment

• . -,_.._ _;:: - ...... , .. .. _. .._ ::._ .-. - .:!'.; _ - .. -,:.-.. .._ . .:...

: ....... ":" " - " :: - .. _.:L" _ ::. ' ......
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". " '.Finatly,Irespectfully request your" assistance in _ ..... :...i..

attainin_ the Senate's early approval of the Northern .
Mariana Islands Commonwealth Covenant. .Failure of this :_.._--_,,

legislation could have a very serious effect not only
•on future United States-Marianas relations but also on

, the prospects for attaining minimum U.S. objectives in
the status negotiations with the Micronesians and there-
fore on the position and strength of the United States
in the Pacific Ocean area.

• . ...

.... _...."_ Very respectfully yours, ....._

• : '_ . _Ambassador/F_._{aydn Williams

--_ . " Th;or_resident '_onal Representative

_ " - .-_-,_i.._._. ., Micronesian Status Negotiations •

• " i: FHW:kkc- . ii--.!i."/i • . _ ...i:i : - " " " . '/'._"i: _
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Instructions for the President's Personal Representative

• " 'L " " " "" ?!." 'l, . General " . - -.

You are authorized to continue on behalf of the U.S. Government

,. negotiations with representatives of the Marshall and Caroline Islands

with the objective of arriving as soon as possible at an agreement
satisfying the following U.S. objectives: ....

• : ". Primary Objectives - - '- : -- - :--:...

Thefashioning of a new political relationship with Micronesia per-
mitring early termination of the trusteeship in a manner, which will

. protect and •serve U.S. strategic and political interests through the
following elements: . . " ::

" --. Denial of the area for military use by third, parties.

.... Establishment of a stable and friendly self-governing _

Micronesian political entity through reasonable satisfaction of the political
and economic asp[rations of its peoples. __e_

-- U.S. responsibil:ity for and authority over all matters which ' _

relate to the foreign affairs of Micronesia and to .defense in Micronesia.
• _..e

-- The right for the U. S. to maintain certain U.S. Government

facilities and to obtain land options that will guarantee use of the training
areas and the right to establish future bases in Micronesia..

-- Satisfaction of U.S. obligations relating to termination of the

Trusteeship Agreement,
so_o,_r_o_j_,:_vos \% A]

_,_ -c/
-- To keep U. S. financial obligations to Micronesia within rea-__

sonable bounds and relevant to the character of the future relationship.

-- To structure the status arrangements with Micronesia in such

a manner as to have _aximum favorable impact on the negotiations with
the Mariana Islands District ofthe TTPI. ,,. _ "_

-- To keep U, S. administrative and other relationships with

Micronesia as simple as possible while accomplishing the above objectives.
• . :- .'.-

GDS _,_, _/_._1_I . _,
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'- To--e-stabli Sh--a re iatio-nsl_{p-wim- Mi_r_hesia-whl-ch will-(in /7:.::\.

addition to meeting U.S. obligations under the Trustee ship Agreement).
obtain United Nations approval, or at least that of a majority of the ..i.;
Security Council and of the Trusteeship Council. " " ' ;_:: _

2. Status . ..... - _:- i
. . . ... _ : ..

. -;- .. ."- . . . ' • . .:-.; ..... . . , .

Since a relationship of'"free association" currently appears to be the

status alternative best designed both to protect U.S. interests in the

Western Pacific and to win broad Micronesian acceptance, yo u should

• make every effort to conclude with h/iicronesian negotiators at an early
date a draft compact of free associati0n and a related status of forces

agreement, and to win their active support for the compact among the

_ficronesian people in a subsequent plebiscite. Such a compact should
provide for lvficronesian autonomy in lohal matters and U.S. responsi-

bility for and authority over all matters which relate to the foreignaffairs
of Micronesia and to defense in lVi_crorlesia. You should seek as close a

U. S. -Micronesian relationship as you think the Micronesians will accept
in order to build up vested Micronesian-interests in the association -- _¢

e.g., participation in federal domestic programs, access to the U.S.

'judicial system, and rights of U.S. nationality. If the Micronesian
negotiators insist, you may. agree to a unilateral termination clause in cL
the compact, with the provisoes: (a) there will be, as part of the com-
pact, pre-negotiated arran._eme.nts providing for denial and basing rights
(to be described below_ whichwill survive any termination of the free

association relationship by 50 years; (b) there will be a moratorium _"

period of 10 to 15 years before either partymay give official notice of
its intention to exerclse the termination provision; and (c)the compact

cannot be terminated until one year after either party has officially ....

communicated its intention to terminate. If the Micronesian negotiators
strenuously resist any of the foregoing provisoes and show no sign of

yielding, you should seek further instructions, while making recommen-
dations thereon.

You are authorized to re-submit to the h/iicronesian negotiators

the earlier U.S. proposal for a modified commonwealth relationship if

at any time you think it suits the U.S. interest to do so. , /,_

You are authorized to make an independence offer to h/iicronesia [._ __._
• ° • , . . _ _

any t_me you cons, d er _t a_lv1sable.. J_Io,ve ve r,. t h_ proposal should __i:__ . , ._.,

.prowde for the retention of U.S. basing rights in the Kwajalein Atoll ___ :_._in the Marshall Islands for as long as the U.S. interegt requires, and _+ t

for the denial of access to h/I_cronesia by third couh-tries---_for'military
purposes. ' •

......... . . ,..- .. .... +. . .°,,.° ...... _ ...........

j.!_.



_" The U.S. military and non-military land requirements should be

satisfied by arrangements providing for longlterm U.S: Government • -

options to take effect as soon as possible. You should _indertake whatever
further negotiating efforts are required to confirm Micronesian acce.p-

tance 6fthe land requirements already tentatively agreed to by the 5oint
Committee on Future Statu_ set forth•in Annex B of the partially completed

.draft compact of free association.. : .. - " i

Any adjustments of U.S. land •requirements. must be coordinated with
the concerned department or agency. Should it prove impossible to reach

agreement on such adjustments with the. department or agency concerned,
.. or should it become apparent at any time that it will not be possible to

_satisfy through negotiations the general U.S. land requirements, you

should seek further instructions. • •.... " : .. ... - . . _

In the negotiations on land you. should continue to maintain the position o
that following Micronesia's change of status, the new Government of Micro-

nesia should honor current leases, The language of paragraph 303(e) of the
partial draft compact reflects .the U.S. position in this regard. Should the C

.re-negotiation of current leases become critical to the .successful con-
clusion of the negotiations on free association, however, you may, in

close consultation with the Departments of Defense and Interior, undertake

re-negotiation on terrr_s wl_i'ch would not unduly distort Micronesian land

values or result in the U.S. paying grossly inflated sums. ,
I . ¢_'

You should continue to resist the imposition of any restrictions oni

U.S. military uses of land on which it obtains leases. Paragraph 303(d)

of the partial draft compact reflects the U. S. position on this matter.

4. Finance

You should, at your discretion, propose a level of U.S. financial

support in the range of._$2.5.-50-million annually, beginning in the lower
end of this range and moving upward as necessary to obtain Micronesian
acceptance of a free association relationship and agreement to U.S.

land requirements. You are authorized to determine'the proportion of
funds to be in the form of program assistance. You should make it

clear that any agreement you and the Micronesian negotiators reach

m
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on the level and nature of U. S, support are subject fo approval by,he ...... :::.
U.S. Congress, [and that none of these funds is to be construed as

• paym-_n_ for military base rights]. " . , "'.:
, .:.- _ . ; .. - .-., 2 ..:_:':-"...... I " , _ ._'.

Should {t become apparent at any point":inthe, negotiations that, :':"

except for Micronesian resistance to the--maximum O.S. financial pro-

posals, an otherwise satisfactory status agreement is in sight, you
should seek further instructions.

..... • ...._. , -: ;.-...:_-;- . :... ;- ..-

You may commit the U.S. to assist financially in relocating the
X/Iicronesian capital and in meeting other one-time transitional costs .; ..
you consider appropriate. Again, i you should register the caveat

that such commitments are subject to the authorization of funds by the
U.S. Congress. ;:. _ ....... -, ;

[The question, of the distribution among the Departments of the
responsibility for funding U.S. financial support for Micronesia should

be left open, and will be reviewed again, at a later date. ] _o

S. .• Terms of Reference • :'..:-:'ii,...];i...:. ii_':-ii;::.; . " _<-

The Presidenthas specifically approved the following as your _
Terms of Referenae:

•
-- Your negotlating,autt_ority is provided by the President's

approval of the above positions, of these terms of reference, and of any
subsequent negotiating instructions. Your negotiating authority ¢vill in-

elude tactics, and the composition of the U.S. Delegation and procedural
arrangements, taking into account the responsibilities and interests of

the Departments of State, Defense, Interior and Justice. All U. S.

Government agencies and departments will provide you necessary assis-
tance in seeing these negotiations carried to fruition.

-- You will make recommendations on the negotiations directly
to ihe President through the Office of the Assistant to the President
for National Security Affairs and conduct the negotiations on behalf of
ghe U.S. Government.

-- You will consult directly as necessary wlth the Congress on :
political status matters in coordination with the Under Secretaries

• The bracketed provisions were included in the President's instructions%_

.:of=i_n_st.ru_ction.AUgust1, 1972 and were inadvertently omitted from this draft ___\a \
i_:_ . _

....... "_ "_.'(';.-- '_.... "_ "_ "?'.¢"_ _"'"-."._'_''-_r'_7_',_"_" .... _..-. "."_'_--',_." t'_. _..._._,_ ..... _.. " . \x_ '2_ "_' /
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Committee and keep appropriate committees and members of the U.S. -_._ .
- Congress informed of significant developments in the negotiations. '_\ ..

-- You will coordinate with the Departments o_ State, Interior, " :.
Justice and Defense and will report back to them, as w_ll as to the "_

_ o o

President, the progress of the negohatlons. You will be administra- ":
tively supported by the Department of Interior and draw on other

agencies and departments as necessary for staff. In effect, you will

work more closely with Interior than with the other departments, ..... . ....41
through their interests will also be protected.
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/ . .. : ..... : _. 0067

MEMORANDUM FOR

THKI.CHAIRMAN, "

UNDER SECRETARIES COMMITTEE

SUBIECTz Review of U.S. Policy on Micronesia's
Future Status

The NSC Under Secretaries Committee should undertake a review of

U.S. policy toward the future status of Micronesia, including the nego'i
tlatlng instructions to the President's Personal R_.presentative for
Micronesian Status Negotiations. The study shoulcl exclude the Northern

! Marianas district. _ .;/

• _ ._
.:/J

The review of the negotiating instructions tO Ambassador F. Haydn.' -O

Williams should be made in light of developments_ since promulgation 5",
. of the current instructions on November 14, ..I.973.The study should _--

develop options for U.S. policy which address the needs and concerns _<

of the nations' populations as w/ll as pr,e_erving U. _ecurity interestS: c%

The review should take into a_ount.. / _ " i., \

: -- Indications (in particular the ne_ draft Micronesian Constitution) _

that the Micronesi_us are not amenable/to a free association arrange. _
ment which v_uld meet the terms of Arhbassador William's present
negotiating instructions.

-- Changes in the Asia-Pacific arena that affect U.S. strategicinterests in Micronesia.

-- Experience of other Pacific Island entities such as the Cooks
and We stern Samoa.

2.1 U.S. Congressional and public attitudes. )

_--_ ....... L - GDS

• C',.

, - • %.,_ , _ '

.... . ,<, /. .
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interagency study should present a range o_ options for our :: '! _:
_/£egotiating strategy and appropriate recommendations for the .....

/ President's consideration, The review should be completed and : :

_/_. forwarded to the Assistant to the President for National Security ii;i:.. '.

Affairs by March I, 1976, ?

• " • •.... . ........ " 2;.
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" " ' : 0067 (3d rewrite)

• s

--CC,'_'Ir'-..D_T'_T ^L - GDS " " ' !

MEMORANDUM FOR

""; ' _' THE CHAIRMAN,

UNDER SECRETARIES COMMITTEE "

• SUBJECTI Review of U. S, Policy on Ivlicronesia,s
Future Status .

The NSC Under Secretaries Committee is requested to undertake

a review of U.S. policy toward the future status of Micronesia,
including the negotiating instructions to the President's Personal

Representative for 1Viicronesian Status Negotiations. The study
should exclude the Northern Marianas district. " :_ 5*

The review of the negotiating instructions should be made in light .- -o_
of developments since promulgation of the current instructions on
November 14, 1973. The study should develop options for U.S.

policy which address the needs and concerns of the nations' popu- =
lations and preserve U.S. security interests.

• The review should take into accomxt!

-,,- Indications (in particular the new draft Micronesian
Constitution) that the Micronesians are not amenable to a free

association arrangement which would meet the terms of Ambassador
Williams' present negotiating instructions.

-- Changes in the Asia-Pacific arena that affect U. S.
strategic interests in Micronesia. .

-- Experience of other Pacific Island entities such as the t
Cooks and Western Samoa.

-- U.S. Congressional and public attitudes,

_CONFIDENTLA-L -.,GDS Rewrtn: Gen S/Ids/I-19-76 /'/_0_..
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The study .should present a range of options for our negotiating
atrategy and appropriate recommendations for the President's
consideration. The review should be completed and forwarded

to the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs byMarch I, 1976.
.• '" _-. Brez_ Scowcroft • :: i
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MEMORANDUM FOR ,

' CHAIRMAN, UNDER SECRETARIES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: Review of U.S. Policy on Micronesia's
• /.

Future Status uAirThe NSC Under Secretaries Committee Sho take a review

of U.S. policy toward the future status _icronesia, including the
negotiating instructions to the Presiderl,f's Personal Representative

for Micronesian Status Negotiations. _P_ _ _r/Id _'_

The review of the negotiating instr/_ ctions to Ambassador F. Haydn

Williams should be made in light/of developments Since promulgation _
•of the current instructions on l_ovember 14, 1973. The study should

develop options for U.S. polic/y which address the needs and concerns

• of the nations' populations _s / well as preserving U. S. •security

interests" " / " a.°_y

The review should ta_into account: _

• -- Indications/(in particular the new draft Micronesian
: Constitution) that the Micronesians are not amenable to a free

association arrangement which would meet the terms of Ambassador

William's prese{at negotiating instructions.

a_e " ••" -- Ch s in the Asia-Pacific arena that affect U.S. strategic

interests/icr onesia,ir_/_

I

• --/Experience of other Pacific island entities such as the _
estern Samoa.

C

" o. i ' g
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: ' , i ' " -- U. S° Congressional and public attitudes. " " '";1,

: ' :_ • The interagency study should present a range of options forz_ur :: i '

• -: .... :: negotiating strategy and appropriate recommendations forA/he ":". .

.: . • . Preszdent's conszderation" The review should be comple._/ed " ._i;.:. ".....
,, :_ and forwarded to the Assistant to the President for National7- : .. .....

p
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. Security Affairs by March 1, 1976. . .. ..: .," / " - .. ' ..... -
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-- U.S. Congressional and public attitudes.

O%.
The inter-agency study should present a _ range of o our

negotiating strategy and appropriate recommendations�/for the

President's consideration. The review should be c?pleted andforwarded to the_-by March I, 1976.
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i '- THE WHITE HOUSEWASHINGTON

_ LD-E,-_-T-I._= GDS
i

MEM( RANDUM FOR

C_rf CHAIRMAN, UNDER SECRETARIES COMMITTEESUBJE • : Review of U.S. Policy on Micronesia's

Future Status
The Presi,dent has directed that the NSC -- Under Secretaries Committee

Inter-Agency WorMng Group for Micronesia -- undertake a review of o_"

U.S. polic_ toward the future status of Micr0nesia. The study should 5_, . t'_

exclude the ',Northern Marianas district unless the Congress acts

•unfavorably_on the Commonwealth Covenant with the •Northern Marianas.
\ b-J

The policy r_view should reevaluate the November 14, 1973 negotiating
instructions to Ambassador F. Haydn Williams, the President's ¢_

Personal Representative for Micronesian Status Negotiations. In

particular, thee study should consider the option of an independent status
that iwould adequately provide for U.S. security interests.F

should take account of:
The review

-- Indications (in particular the new draft Micronesian Consti'tution)

that the Microneslans are not amenable to a free association arrangement

that would meet',the terms of Ambassador Williams' present negotiating
instructions, i

/.
-- Changes_xn the Asia-Pacific arena that affect U.S. strategic

interests in Micrbnesia.

!, .
\

J ,,
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-- Experience of other Pacific island entities such as the Cooks

and Western Samoa.

-- U.S. Congressional and public attitudes. _

The inter-agency study should present a new range of optio/n.g in our

negotiating strategy and appropriate recommendations for/the

President's consideration. The review should be comp/X_ted and

forwarded to the NSC by March I, 1976.

g
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stud h0ul resent range of : - ",-7,..:'<"opt on
' negotiating strategy and appropriate recommendations'for the

". ' :"President's consideration. The review should be completed and
,,.. forwarded to the Assistant to the President for National Security

• Affairs by March 1, 1976. / -
/
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. "' .. .': .... . THE WHITE HOUSE

. ',-GONFIDENTIAL GDS . -: :/ ACTION _ --- . /.. :.- -:.

" - " FROM: - BRENT SCOWCROFT " :" . ":"// .. : - - ' ./"-i..: i:.:=.

•" Your Personal Representative for Micronesian St/_tus Negotiations, /::.i_-¢",

" • Ambassador F. Haydn Williams,wrote aletter _X_abB ) to you.on "_ " :_::
; : December 10, 1975. The letter recommended/a full review ofour policy _-, _

on the future status of Micronesia (excluding/the Northern Marianas !:.!

• . district). The Ambassador recommended _l{at the review reconsider "...

.. . U.S. basic objectives, in Micronesia and @6bruit an updated policyipaper ::

t

m/e_.__ Mic tone s Jan s out s id e

. with .rec°mmendati°ns. for your consideration.....' . 7, _- .-'-,_:-::::!-. i . - _o
.... , f%

.. I believe such a review would be ti of. the

.- Northern Marianas have recently made clear that they are not amenable
. to a free association arrangement/_hatwould meet the terms of Ambas- "_

/
sador Williams' present negotiattng instructions. These instructions, "o_

dated November 14, 1973 (Tab/C), include among primaryU.,S_-_objectives

denial of the area for militar/use by third parties; esta_lishm'erlt of U.S.

•authority over all matters _at relate to the foreign and defenseaffairs
.of Micronesia; and obtainiT_g U.S. rights to land for military training areas _"
' and future bases. / _"

/
A Micronesian Consti_fltional convention on November 8, 1975 approved a

new constitution of th/e "federated states of Micronesia" that provides for

a sovereign state an_ makes clear that a treaty, approved by a complicated

ratification process,, will have to cover delegation to another government

of major powers,/such/ as foreign relations and defense. In a territory-wide

informal statu_/referendum last July, the two most populous districts,

Truk and Pon--,,ape, voted overwhelmingly for independence. The Micro-

nesians have/also claimed a far-flung marine area and have insisted on

y to any Law of the Sea treaty.GDS ...... "_ 0._'\,

• -._ .-._.
• " __ _ • _ _
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At the same time , there seems to be rethinking in DOD and elsewhere

that with the expected permanent association of the Norther_ Marianas

with the United States, an independence option for the othe/r districts,

including a treaty arrangement with the United States, would sufficiently
protect our strategic interests. The strategic relevan/ce of the Northern

Marianas to our unfettered use of Guam as a milita_ base was the

main concern of our military planners. /
/_

Our goal, therefore, should be to try to complete the ratification process

of the Covenantwith the Northern Marianas. /_pposition to the Covenant

has arisen in the Senate Armed Services and/Foreign Relations Committee.

There is a possibility some Senators will _dsh an amendment that will

delay ratification of the Covenant until w/conclude a status agreement

with the other districts of Micronesia./

We should move ahead with our revi_ew of our policy toward these other

districts regardless of what the Se)ffate action should be. Showing that
we are prepared to offer or even/tin courage an independence option for 8_

these other districts should faci//_itateapproval of the Covenant both in

ir the Congress as well as later/_hthe/ United Nations. . _°_

' RECOMMENDATION: _ ' i .

/
That you authorize me_ issue, in your name, the memorandum at ._

_n

Tab A directing the NS_Under Secretaries Committee Inter-Agency
Working Group for ronesia to undertake a review of U.S. policy

on the future status f Micronesia. The study is to exclude the Northern

Marianas district s the Congress acts unfavorably on the Covenant.

APP DISAPPROVE
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS _<i

Yi

1. The nature of events since the issuance of the current Presidential

instructions regarding the future political status of Micronesia, the

Carolines and the Marshalls, leads to the conclusion that several revisions

to current instructions are required if the negotiations are to be concluded

in a reasonable period of time. These are detailed in the attachment to

this section of the study.

2. The basic interests and objectives of the U.S. in Micronesia remain

generally as set forth in the previous 1973 study. Although the accession

of the Northern Marianas to the U.S. is now assured, the importance of the

military facilities in the Marshalls and the potential utility of land

o_ in the Palau District have not diminished. Moreover, the crucial importance

o_ of these islands and of their denial to the military forces of unfriendly

nations has beenhighlighted bythe President's recent re-affirmation of

a continuing major U.S. role in the Western Pacific--the Pacific Doctrine.
O

3. It is evident that other Pacific powers are sensitive to U.S. policies

regarding Micronesia, as an indication of U.S intentions and future strategy

in the Western Pacific and of whether these islands merit serious consider-

ation as investment opportunities. Also, since Micronesia is the last U.N.

Trusteeship, there will be increasing international interest in the United

Nations and pressures for prompt termination on terms consistent with U.N.

enunciated principles on decolonization, many of which the U.S. supports.

4. The Micronesian leaders have yet to reach a consensus regarding the

precise nature of the future relationship. Some support the draft Constitu-

tion and insist that the status agreement conform to it; others seek to

conclude separate agreements with the U.S. in the belief that M1cronesian

DECLASSIFIED

AUTHORITYm_-_L_-oo-/_:,_" m_ (_a) _p_ P_ ,_-_ _._ c._..._._.-:_:,,BY ....,/'_, NLR DATE &fi61oO _/,_/oo _..........i ,.,
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politic_ uni_y either ia chimerical or would he disadvantageous to their

•constitutencies. There persists an underlying concern in some circles

that the U.S. will t_e advantage of the inherent Micronesian weaknesses, •

politic_ as well as economic, by forcing a status agreement and terminating

the Trusteeship before they are prepared to assume•the full responsibilities •

of government•. Recent statements by •some Micronesianleaders :c_ling for

postponement of the constitution_referendum and•deferr_ of the 1980-81

target date for termination of the Trusteeship, plus the reorganization

of the COM's Status Commission, may portend the adoption of a deliberate

strategy of delay in future negotiations. Despite these uncertainties, it
O

is clear that the leaders of the Carolines and the Marshals are sharply
O

divided on the basic issue of future political status and that this militatesO

against an early agreement and feeds the fires of political fragmentation.

In this respect, it is probably fair to say that the status quo is obviouslyO

less threatening to the Micronesians than any of the sever_ status options

which might be acceptable to the U.S.

5. The IAG believes that given the lack of real political unity in Micronesia

_d the uncertainties regarding the strength and st_ility of any future

government of Micronesia, the independence option is least likely to protect

fundamental U.S. security interests. Although the basis of authority

under Free Association, based on the draft Compact, wo_d give the U.S. gre_er

freedom of action in the areas of foreign and defense affairs than would an

independence option, the same uncertainties regarding political unity and

tability apply, although in lesser degree, to free association. Free '_
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association would also he more expensive to the U.S. A Co_onwea_Tth6ption

would clearly minimize and perhaps totally eliminate any security appre-

hensions but would he much more costly than the other two options.

6. There is evidence that the Micronesians favor independence as defined

by their draft Constitution and within the context of a treaty relationship

with the U.S. It should be made clear to the new Micronesian status

commission at the first appropriate opportunity that the full range of

options should be discussed. State and Interior believe that the President's

Personal Representative should be instructed to indicate to the Micronesians,

at his first formal meeting with their new Status Commission, that the U.S.o_

o is prepared to offer them the independence option.*

0

0 *State sees great merit in the issuance by the President's Personal

Representative as soon as his consultations with Congress have been completed
of a public statement of the U.S. position, which would be intendedto set

•_ forth U.S. intentions clearly and comprehensively and to signal a clear

o U.S. determination to return to active and conclusive negotiations

This statement would be widely disseminated. It might, for example,

be sent to all members of the Congress of Micronesia and to the principal

traditional and other leaders of each district. It could be made publicly

available at each district office and would be furnished to the newspapers
of the Trust Territory and Guam. It would be provided to the United Nations

Trusteeship Council, if possible at its yearly session early this sum_er.

The pronouncement would state that the U.S. is anxious to explore
.. current Micronesian thinking on the political status question. It would

declare that the U.S. atms to terminate the trusteeship by the end of 1981

and is prepared to offer the Marshalls and Carolines either free association

or independence with a mutual security treaty relationship, and is also
prepared to discuss any status alternative in which the Micronesian side

expressed serious interest. It would assert that the U.S. Government

strongly favors Micronesian unity, which it sees as of potential benefit
to the people of all districts, and call on the districts to continue their

efforts to create a mutually satisfactory political framework for post-
Termination unity of a sort which all districts would perceive as in their
benefit and hence be able to support. _
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The pronouncement would note that from the U.S. side there appears
to be potential problem areas in reconciling the draft Constitution to one
or another possible future U.S.-Micronesian political relationship, and
that the U.S. is prepared to discuss this subject when it resumed negotia-
tions with the new Micronesian status commission. It would call for a
resumption of U.S.-Micronesian negotiations within a month, and that the

U.S. side hoped to complete the negotiations no later than the spring of
1977, and call on the districts to appoint their representatives to the
new status commission expeditiously if they had not already done so.

The pronouncement would note that the High Commissioner tentatively
intended to call the referendum on the draft Constitution in the summer

of 1977, but that it might be necessary first to call a political status
plebiscite, in order that the Micronesian people's act of self-determination
be made before they attempted to determine what sort of Constitution was
most appropriate to their chosen future political status.

State believes that such a pronouncement would bring the U.S. impor-
o tant advantages :

,O

_ 1. It would almost certainly make the U.S. side's task in the negotia-
tions easier and enhance the prospects for a unified Micronesia in free
association with the United States, since it would compel the Micronesian
negotiators to face their situation more realistically and thus diminish
the likelihood that they would resort to tactics of delay, indefinitely
escalating financial demands, and adeonantinsistence on separate status
talks. Basically the pronouncement would achieve these desirable resultso

by leading rather quickly to a negotiating situation where free association
would be on the table with a financial assistance package of about $60
million annually, and independence would be openly on the table at about
$30 million.

State understands and to a degree shares Defense's apprehensions about
the possible instability of an independent Micronesia. However, State
(a) sees a high probability that, if the Micronesians are able to reach
agreement on any unified Marshalls-Carolines termination arrangements at
all, then their choice will be free association, both because of the sub-
stantially more generous financial assistance entailed in that arrangement
and because of a genuine sense of economic and other weakness and of
psychological dependency; and (b) if what State sees as the far lesser
likelihood should occur and the Micronesians--who almost universally are
sharply aware that they have a standard of living not sustainable off their
own economy--choose independence notwithstanding its severe financial

disadvantage to them, then in State's view this would constitute strong
evidence that the Micronesian commitment to free association (supposing
that U.S.-Micronesian agreement on free association had been reached without •

full discussion of the independence option) would have been so shallow _i
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that there would have been a high probability that the new Micronesian

government would have found it politically necessary to repudiate free
association soon after the t._,.Iminationof the Trusteeship.

2. •Such a pronouncement would also help the U.S. side should the

negotiations of the next months fail and political •fragmentation become

inevitable. In that case the Executive Branch would be able to tell the

Congress and the U.N. honestly that the U.S. had made a strong effort to

preserve Micronesian unity but that the Micronesians themselves, exercising
their right to self-determination, had rejected political unity. From

several angles, the U.S. Government would then be in a much better position
to--for example-- offer the Marshallese co_nonwealth status, •if it decided
that was the best U.S. interest, than if it had not first taken the _above-
described public position.

i.<." <_\
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•HoweVer, actualnegotiation of an independence option should be undertaken

only if there is a clear indication that the Commission desires to pursue

this option. Similarly, the IAG believes that the President's Personal

Representative should not indicate that the U.S. is prepared to negotiate

the commonwealth option unless the new status commission evidences interest

in this alternative. .....

7. In view of a number of unknowns and the serious divisions with the

Micronesian leadership the President's Personal Representative mush have

the flexibility to make judgments regarding which option might be acceptable

or feasible for negotiation and the order of presentation within the limitsO

o of his revised instructions.

8. The financial arrangements would be as detailed in the Finance section
O

of this study.

9. It is recommended that no new option or proposal be represented as
O

acceptable to the U.S. until after appropriate consultations with key

Congressional leaders and Committees.

i0. The U.S. should resume the negotiations at the earliest practicable

time.

ii. At his discretion, the President's Personal Representative should be

authorized to advise the Micronesian leaders that the U.S. is prepared to

present status options directly to the people in a plebiscite, if the

Micronesian leaders refuse to negotiate on any basis other than the

unmodified draft Constitution or if the negotiations have not produced

agreement within a reasonable period of time, e.g., Spring of 19•77. We,,3, _ < +,,......-;_
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I should reaffirm our intention to. terminate.the Trusteeship no later than
the end of 1981. The Department of the Interior further believes that

! such a plehiscite must consult the peoples of Micronesia specifically as

to both political, status options and unity by allowing for individual

district preferences.

12. On the question of political unity, the President's Personal Repre-

sentative should seek to reinforce current U.S. policy favoring the political

union of the Carolines and the Marshalls, but without forcing unity upon

Micronesia. He should refuse to •entertain any requests for separate

_ negotiations prior to receiving further guidance an_ in the interi_ avoid
0
o

any United States commitment to guarantee the political unity of Micronesia
o

after Trusteeship termination.
0

o



" INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PRESIDENT'S PERSONAL REPRESenTATIVE ..
FOR MICRONESIAN STATUSNEGOTIATIONS

1. General

You are hereby given the responsibility and the authority for con-

ducting on behalf of the United States Government negotiations with the

duly appointed representatives of the Marshall and Caroline Islands

with the objective of reaching an agreement as soon as possible which

satisfies the following basic U.S. objectives.

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES

An agreement which will establish a post-Trusteeship political

relationship with Micronesia in a manner which will fulfill our interna-

tional obligations and which will protect and further U.S political
O

O

_ and strategic interests through the accomplishment of the following:

- The establishment of a stable, self-governing and progressively0

more self-sufficient political entity embracing all of the Carolines and

Marshalls by satisfying the legitimate political and reasonable economic0

aspirations of the people

- The establishment of a sound basis for a close, friendly and

enduring special relationship between the future government and people of

Micronesia and the United States.

- Access to Micronesian land, water and air spece through a continua-

tion of current land use arrangements and provisions for the negotiation of

additional land use agreements as may be needed to meet future U.S. defense

f_i requirements.

_ _/ - Continued denial of the area to the military forces of third countries.

- Protection of U.S. access and denial rights in the event of termina-

_- ........_- tion of any future political relationship through a pre-negotiated arrange-

_'_ _i-_ i_ :_:_V_ _

u. O<__u_ U "
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ment or arrangements.

",..: L.Sy
- Satisfaction of U.S. obligations relating to termination of the

Trusteeship Agreement.

SECONDARY 0BJIECTIVES

- To keep U.S. financial obligations to Micronesia within reasonable

limits and appropriate to the character of the future relationship.

- To limit future U.S. responsibilities for Micronesian affairs

including administrative and other responsibilities, to those required to

achieve primary U.S. objectives.

- To preserve a Micronesian vested interest in maintaining a special

political relationship with the U.S. through, for example, the provision_r
O

of U.S. support or services as appropriate.

2. Future Status Options

O
Negotiations leading to any of •the following acceptable options must

satisfy at a minimum those objectives relating to U.S. security interests--
O

e.g., access and denial and the guaranteed surivivabilitv of such rights

in the event of changes in the future U.S.-Micronesian relationship.

Commonwealth: You are authorized to offer a Comm0nwea!th relationship

along the lines of the Northern Marianas Commonwealth Covenant if you

believe that such a status would be preferred by the people of both the

Marshalls and the Carolines, and if prior consultation with the Congress

indicates that such a course of action would have a good chance of approval

by the Senate and House.

Free Association: You are authorized to pursue further this alterna-

tive on the basis of the text ,of the October 1974 draft Compact of Free •

Association. Modifications may be made to meet some of the Micronesian

objections so long as the U.S. retains basic authority over and responsibility

"' _-_" :.'_ '_ ;'----" ; _ ;i
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for foreign affairs and defense matters. U.S. agreement on a free associ-

ation compact must be based on the principle that it will be the instrument

which governs the future United States-Micronesian relationship and that

the future Constitution of Micronesia cannot be in conflict with the

Compact. An updating of previous Congressional briefings would also be

required.

Independence: You are authorized to offer an independence option on

the basis of a pre-negotiated mutual security treaty which incorporates the

substance of applicable provisions found in Title III and Annex B of the

draft Compact of Free Association, provided that the treaty be with a single

political entity for all of the Carolines and Marshalls and that the dura-

o_ tion of the treaty be no less than 50 years. Under this option a sovereign

Micronesia will have authority over its foreign and defense affairs elements

of which would be delegated under the treaty. The treaty should contain

provision for survivability of U.S. base rights in the event of political
O

fragmentation of the Micronesian political entity. Prior to the offer of

this option there must be consultation with Congress to determine current

Congressional attitudes toward independence. However, actual negotiation

of an independence option should be undertaken only if there is a clear

indication that the Micronesians desire to pursue this option.

3. UniikL

You should strive to reach a single future status agreement for all of

the districts of the Carolines and the Marshalls while avoiding any U.S.

commitment to guarantee the political unity of Micronesia in the post-

._.-_:cc.-.-..----.Trusteeship period. In the event a common future political status for all

/_ _J_ of Micronesia becomes impossible and before any commitment is made for

k_ _/separate negotiations with any district you should• seek further instructions
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from the President.

4. Timetable ......... /"

You are authorized to inform the Micronesians that as set forth two

years ago at Carmel the..U.S, intends,to.terminate_the.Trusteeship .by.the

end of 1981. .

You are authorized to negotiate simultaneously more than one of the

above options with the

representatives of the Carolines and the Marsha].ls.

At your discretion you are authorized to advise the Micronesian

leaders that the U.S. is prepared to present status options directly to

O

the people in a plebiscite if the Micronesian leaders refuse to negotiate

on any basis other than the unmodified draft donstitution or if the nego-
o

B tiations have not produced agreement within a reasonable period of time,
CD

e.g., Spring 1977. In such a case you should seek further guidance regarding

o the nature and timing of the plebiscite.

5. Financ e

The maximum dollar levels, which includes federal programs and ser-

vices and payments for military lands identified in these instructions, to

be offered for a Free Association relationship will remain as authorized

by the instructions to the President's Personal Representative of March 29,

fJ 1974, except that the sums will not be expressed in constant dollars.

_j - The maximum dollar level to be offered under an independence option

'_ and as an integral part of a pre-negotiated treaty of 50 years duration,

i will be $30 million annually for each of the first 15 years, after which

1 -
-i the level of aid would be reexamined. This dollar level will include the

_! costs for leasing lands specifically required for defense purposes.

I e' .....
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- The maximum dollar level to be offered under Commonwealth would be

equal to that provided for by the Marianas Commonwealth Covenant on a per

capita basis. In addition, the Commonwealth option would include as full

a range of federal programs and services as wo_Id operate under the

Northern Marianas Covenant.

- You are authorized to commit the U.S. Government to provide up to

$25 million for one-time costs of moving the capital of Micronesia, with

up to an additional $i0 million above that figure being provided on a

matching basis of two U.S. dollars for every dollar provided by Micronesia.

- You should make it clear that all financial provisions under any of

these options are subject to the approval of the U.S. Congress.

o 6. Land

o The minimum U.S. land needs in Micronesia to be protected by any one

of the three authorized options include: (i) all of those lands currently

•_ covered by lease agreements in the Marshalls; (2) continuing rights to
o

_ occasional or emergency use of all harbors, waters and airfields throughout

Micronesia; and (3) continuing rights to use existing Coast Guard facilities.

To meet current U.S. defense land needs any agreement negotiated should

include a commitment to negotiate in good faith for those land options in

Palau outlined in Annex B of the draft Compact. An effort should be made

to assure that future land requirements will be met in accordance with the

provisions dealing with future land requirements similar to those contained

in Section 303(c) of the draft Compact.

In the negotiations on land you should continue to maintain the posi-

tion that following Micronesia's change of status, the new Government of

IO .[_ Micronesia, including its political subdivisions, must honor current leases

Y
_., .._,,_.,_.,,
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for land utilized by the United States. The language of paragraph 303(e)

of the draft Compact .reflects the U.S. position in this regard. Shou_ld

the renegotiation of current leases become critical to the successful con-

clusion of the negotiations, however, you may in close consultation with

the Departments of Defense and Interior agree to renegotiations on terms

which wou_ld not unduly distort Micronesian land values or result in the

U.S. paying grossly inflated sums.

You should continue to resist the imposition of any restrictions on

U.S. military uses of land on which it obtains leases, Paragraphs 303(a)

and 303(d) of the draft Compact reflect the U.S. position on this matter.

7. Terms of Referenceg

o The President has specifically approved the following as your Terms

o of Reference:

_ -- You are authorized to conduct the negotiations on behalf of the

U.S. Government. Your authority derives from the President's approval of

these instructions, these terms of reference, and any subsequent guidance

from the President. Within these Presidential guidelines, your authority

will include responsibility for determining negotiating strategy and

tactics, the composition of the U.S. Delegation, and all procedural arrange-

ments, taking into account the responsibilities and interests of the Depart-

ments of state, Defense, Justice and Interior and other agencies to the

extent their responsibilities and interests are affected.

-- You will make recommendations on the negotiations directly to the

President through the Office of the Assistant to the President for National

#'u

'_L.D.... ;" _
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-- You will consult directly as necessary with the Congress on

political status matters in coordination with the NSC Under Secretaries

Committee and keep appropriate committees and members of the U.S. Congress

informed of significant developments in the negotiations.

-- You will carry out the above responsibilities in coordination with

the Departments of State, Defense, Justice and Interior and other involved

agencies and will report back to them, as well as to the President, the

progress of the negotiations.

-- You will be administratively supported by the Department of the

Interior and draw upon other agencies and Departments as necessary for

staff. In effect, you will work more closely with Interior than with the
O
O

other departments, because of its on-going Administrative responsibilities

for the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

_ -- All U.S. Government agencies and departments will provide you and

o_ the Office for Micronesian Status Negotiations necessary assistance in

seeing these negotiations carried to fruition.

/+ %



INTERESTS

The United States has long-range strategic interests in Micronesia,

'i notwithstanding present irritants in U.S.-Micronesian relations and a

i situation elsewhere in Asia which appears to be relatively stable We_ •

_, must look beyond the present, because there is no other way to prepare

a Pacific defense posture which will serve our interests in the 1980's

and beyond.

U.S. objectives in the Trust Territory are influenced strongly by

I the uncertainties we face in Asia, where the security interests of four

great powers (U.S., PRC, USSR, AND Japan) intersect. The Soviet Union

0

and the People's Republic of China have decided to face their future

o

uncertainties from a position of military strength. We can hardly afford

to do otherwise. As the President has stated, "An equilibrium of military

power in the Pacific is absolutely essential to the United States...O

American strength will remain basic to any stable balance of power in the

Pacific."

The manner in which we approach termination of the Trusteeship Agree-

ment will be watched closely by Japan, our most important ally in Asia and

a nation that depends heavily upon the U.S. security umbrella. Recently,

the Japanese have expressed concern that a divisive Micronesia may emerge

in the not-too-distant future, as opposed to a coherent, non-hostile entity

which we and they hope for. They believe that a solution to the Micronesian

dilemma will be unlikely without a firm lead by the United States Government.

Thus, what we do in Micronesia cannot be viewed apart from our inter@st in

a close relationship with Japan and the role they expect of us in the

_"_'_. ._.._ _, ;_ - ..
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political status negotiations which lie ahead. \ b/

Other factors to consider in this assessment of long-range U.S.

interests and objectives in Micronesia are the changing pattern of U.S.

trade and the maritime balance.

i! "_, Total American imports topped the $i00 billion mark in 1975, over four

._ times the Soviet figures. Moreover, our trade with East Asia is now
<]

'_.., increasing by more than 30 percent annually, reaching $46 billion last year.

_i

i No less than 98 percent of world trade by volume moves by sea today, and
this will be the case for the indefinite future. From a strategic materials

_ point of view, the United States has moved from a "have" to "have not"

:_ status in a very few years.

j o_ At the same time, there has been a dramatic change in the maritimeO

"i

:] _ balance, brought about by a decline in the number of U.S. naval combatants

i!!I. since World War II and a heavy concentration on shipbuilding by the Soviet

i "_ Union following the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962. The United States had

_i_ o 1,098 naval combatants in commission and 385 under construction at the outset

,_

of World War II. Today, the numbers are 483 and 54 respectively. Since

_! 1962, the Soviets have built a total of 1,323 ships of all classes compared

i] with 302 for the U.S. In general, Soviet designs emphasize light weight,
!

high maneuverability and great offensive firepower--all characteristics of

i! " a fleet intended to deny control of the
seas.

These factors--our growing interest in trade with Asia, the growth of

i
.._ Soviet maritime power, the capability of the Soviet Pacific Fleet to inter-I
i
_! dict our lines of communication, and the smaller number of U.S. naval com-

batants available to control the seas--all argue strongly for the retention

. of rights we currently have to establish bases and station forces in Micro-

, nesia. In many respects, the case is stronger today than it was at the end

h..' !, _.
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of World War II when the United States insisted upon a strategic trustee-

ship agreement.

Equally important, all of Micronesia must have the authority to deny

to the armed forces of third countries--most particularly the Soviet Union.

We must be especially concerned about Soviet efforts to establish political

and military footholds in various parts of the world and the situation in

Micronesia at the outset of any hostilities initiated by the Soviet Union

in Europe, Asia or elsewhere.

Defense Requirements

i. Kwajalein Missile Range. Between 1965 and 1975, Soviet strategic

offensive forces increased from 224 to 1,600 ICMB's from 29 to 730 SLBM's

and from 450 to 2,500 strategic warheads and bombs _ualitative improve-o

ments continue, such as, the development of four new ICBM's, the production

O of a new generation of ballistic missile submarines, accuracy improvements

which give their ICBM's a significantly reduced circular error of probability

o large MIRV's with high-yield warheads, and the development of a mobile IRBM.

Virtually all testing is accomplished within the vast open expanses of the

Soviet Union. On the American side, the Kwajalein Missile Range remains

essential for the development, operational test, and evaluation of ballistic

missile defense programs, including staying abreast of technological develop-

ments as permitted by the SALT agreements. It is the only area under American

control where both offense and defensive strategic missile weapon systems can

be tested, exercised in a realistic environment, and recovered. The U.S.

Government and defense contractors have invested $750 million in this

installation. The rapid rate of Soviet strategic force modernization and

the vital interests we have in an effective deterrent require unrestricted

U.S. control over the facilities at Kwajalein Missile Range, under arrange-
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ments which will leave no doubt about the firmness of our position or the

length of our tenure there.

2. Micronesian Land Options. A favorable equilibrium of power in

the East Asia and Pacific Region will continue to depend on the forward

deployment of our forces from the United States and a supporting base

structure--either the essential elements of what we have today or a new

base structure which might require many years to develop. Today, our

forward deployments and our ability to respond to contingencies are heavily

dependent upon bases and stockpiles located in Korea, Japan, the Philippines,

Taiwan and Thailand. From a long-range perspective ,it would be dangerous

to assume that we are going to maintain all of these foreign bases with

o the same rights we have today. In all of these countries, there are trends

o which seem likely to reduce the number of bases available to support our

forward deployments during peacetime and the flexibility to support contin-

gency operations from these bases. This problem cannot be dismissed witho

the simple statement "no bases--no commitment" because the loss of base and

operating rights is apt to evolve gradu_ly over a period of i0 to 15 years;

the United States may not desire to place its relations with the host country

on the line in each instance; and our need for the type of support provided

by these bases usually goes beyond defense of the host country.

(a) Korea. While no one can predict when our forces might be

withdrawn from the Korean Peninsula, without dest_ilizing the military

balance, it is generally agreed that they will not remain there forever.

Conceiv_ly the ROK force imProvemen t program and the international situa-

/_/_/_o_ti°nc°uldpermitsubst_tialwithdra_alsoverthenext5,1eorl5_ars.

f_ _I Concurrently, itwou_dbe necessaryto relocate some of our contingency
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stockpiles and some of the facilities which currently support U.S. forces

deployed to Northeast Asia• The long-range disposition of our ground and

tactical air forces is an unresolved issue• Yet, these forces contribute

significantly to the equilibrium of power in Asia.

(b) Japan. It is unlikely that the United States will be able to

significantly expand its base areas or operating rights in Japan, while

making changes elsewhere in Northeast Asia. In fact, trends point toward

future base reductions as a result of population growth, urban expansion,

community development, agricultural pursuits, and other pressures on land

currently used for military purposes.

(c) Philippines The U.S.-Republic of the Philippines Base Agree-
O

ment currently is under renegotiation. A major objective of the GOP is to

establish firm political control over the bases. While this may not affect

our operating rights during the present period of peace, the long-term

._ impact of GOP policy is far from clear. It could include growing pressure
O

on the U.S. to make the bases available for joint military or joint civil-
O"

military use, future requests to release military land, and, under contin-

gency situations, a refusal to support certain combat operations• Moreover,

should the domestic political situation in the Philippines take a turn for

the worse, the United States may not want its posture in the Southwestern

Pacific and Indian Ocean to be as dependent upon Clark and Subic as it is

today.

(d) Taiwan. In accordance with terms mutually agreed upon by the

U.S. and the PRC in the Shanghai Communique, the United States probably will

continue to remove all military forces (combat and combat support) frbm the

Republic of China _._ <2\• / "x"

_-_' C" !7_',_:_• :"_ _-'_""_....
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(e) Thailand. U.S. force levels in Thailand, which peaked at

about 48,000 in 1968-69 at the height of the Vietnam conflict, have declined

over the-past several years to about 3,000 at present. Concurrently, most

major U.S. facilities have been closed or returned to the Thais. This is

not a country where we can plan to maintain a significant military Presence

in the future or to Support our forces at will. Quite to the contrary,

political realities may require the future relocation of war reserve

materiel now stockpiled in Thailand and, a complete phase-out of our

military activities in that country.

None of the foregoing suggests that we are going to abandon or be forced

to relinquish all of our foreign bases in the near future. Over the long
_r

o terms, however, the flexibility and continuity of our defense posture in

the region will depend increasingly upon Guam, the Northern Marianas and

the rest of Micronesia and the firmness of our relations with the rest ofO

Micronesia.

To some extent, the uncertainties we face in the Western Pacific areO

hedged by our based on Guam and the 18,182 acres of land which will be

leased in the Northern Marianas. But, we will have to decide whether Tinian

is to be used as a training area for elements of III MAF, as a major, multi-

service operating base, or as a logistic support base consisting primarily

of ammunition and petroleum storage sites. It is doubtful that we can do

all three in any substantial way, given the criteria which apply to operations,

safety, and environmental protection. Future options also will be influenced

by Congressional action which may limit the amount of war _reserve material

which can be stored on foreign soil and the possible need to develop contin_

/@" " <_k. gency stockpiles which are not earmarked in advance for any specific recip-

\_,{_ _y>llent. In short, we cannot expect the Guam-Tinian complex of support
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facilities and •training areas to support all the requirements we may facein the future as a result of our security interests in East Asia, the

variaus-contingencies which might arise, the long-term consolidation and

reduction of bases in Korea, Japan, the Philippines,Taiwan and Thailand,

i and the constraints Congress may place on our management of war reservemateriel. Together with the MarianaS, Palau continues to be important as

long-range limited alternative to bases elsewhere in the Western Pacific.

The amount of land sought (a mere 2,040 acres) is small, but this is more

a reflection of the scarcity of land on Palau than an assessment of what

we might require over the next i0 or 20 years to support our ground, naval,

and air forces in the Western Pacific and Indian Ocean •areas.

o

O



ANNEX B

POLITICAL FRAGMENTATION

O_e of the major issues confronting U.S. decision-makers in their

review of current instructions is what policy the U.S. should pursue _s

avis the problem of political fragmentation among the remaining districts

of the Trust Territory.

As indicated by the previous studypolitical unity in Micronesia is

a comparatively recent and shaky phenomenon. The ethnic, historical and

cultural differences amongthe districts comprising the Carol inesand the

Marshalls are not insignificant.

i _ The following comments by a politically astute Micronesian are parti-

o
i cularly pertinent to this question: "Many people in Micronesia take for

I _ granted that Micronesia is united On .the surface, it may-seem that way,0

.j

1 _ but further down the pyramid of Micnonesian history and culture, it •is not.

There are deep resentments_and feelings of antagonism among the six major
o

ethnic groups of Micronesia. The pride of one district comes first, it

is almost always unaccept_le by the other districts There is very little

national pride in Micronesia, and it exists mainly among the younger genera-

tion who went to school together •first in Micronesia and later in schools

outside of Micronesia..." i/

The present situation is marked by contradictions--the success of the

CONCON is an outstanding example of the ability of leaders with diverse

backgrounds and interests to compromise differences for the sake of political

unity. On the other hand, there are recent indications Of growing discord•

I--/ Carl Heine's paper '_n Analysis of the Micronesian Dilemma" Apri_ 7973

.{
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based on conflicting political views on status and the unwillingness to

sacrifice for the "common good".

There is little doubt that the success of the Marianas initiative has

had widespread effects in the other districts, despite U.S. references to

the uniqueness of the Marianas case for a separate status agreement and our

official statements favoring the continued unity of the Carolines and the

Marshalls. It is likely, however, that despite our lack of responsiveness,

leaders in both of these districts will press more vigorously for U.S. recog-

nition of their right to negotiate separately with the U.S., citing the

Marianas precedent, lack of general agreement between thedistricts regarding

the status options or the structure of the new Federation, and the right of

self-determination.
o

o Recent evidence suggests that the proposed Constitution will be supported

o by only three of the five remaining districts--Yap, Truk and Ponape. Since
O

the referendum will probably not be held until afterKusaie gains full status

as a separate district, January, 1977, it is conceivable that a stand-off,o

3-3, could occur, which would mean the Constitution could not take effect.

This assumes that Kusaie will vote against the Constitution, unless it is

amended to make it acceptable to the leadership in the Marsha!is. It appears,

however, that only a few Micronesian leaders favor amending the draft Consti-

tution prior to the referendum.

Recent statements by certain Palauan leaders indicate that Palau will

not "be content to wait for the Constitutional referendum-before petitioning

for a separate status accord and early separation from the other districts,

a la the Northern Mariana Islands. Senator Tmetuchl told Ambassador Williams

_ _ in early March that Palau opposed the proposed Constitution and indicated



.. their intention to press for a separate status arrangement with the U.S.

This visit followed a petition to the Palau District Legislature from

Palauan--officials on Saipan, including their Congressional delegation,

calling for Palau separatism. This petition is likely to receive favorable

consideration in the Palau District Legislature during its next session this

month, and Could precipitate an early referendum on the Constitution in Palau

unless the United States takes action to preclude such an event. Although

such a referendum held only in Palau would not .fulfill the requirement for

a simultaneous referendum in all districts as specified in Trust Territory

law.

The situation in the Marshalls is a bit less clear. The leaders there,

particularly Amata Kabua, have not yet come out publicly against the Consti-
o

tution nor have the Marshallese formally approachedthe U.S. for a separate

o status agreement. The Marshallese achieved their main-objective in the CONCON

a commitment to observe the 50% revenue shari-ng -formula and a provision pro-.

Cu

._ tecting the rights of the traditional leaders plus a strong declaration of

basic rights which had been advocated by such "young turks" as Carl Heine.

However, there are indications that the Marshallese are preparing to

request separate status talks and that their schedule might have been accele-

rated by Palauan initiatives and final U.S. approval of the Covenant with

the Northern Mariana Islands.

ii. U.S. Interests
!

_I Faced with strong Micronesian tendencies toward political fragmentation,

the U.S. has potentially conflicting interests.

On the one hand, we would prefer not to abandon the policy favoring the

!,w___'_'_'°_I \ political unity of the Marshalls and the Car olines. Also, there is consider-

kk_ T , ,_-- "-
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able merit in avoiding multiple status In
negotiations. this regard_ it

i would be far easier to win Congressional and U.N. approval for a unity

solution than a fragmented one.

i The U.S. strategic interest in denying Micronesia to the militaryforces of political adversaries would probablybe more safely assured if

there were on politicalentity than if there were several, in which the

prospects of political instability might well multiply.

Fragmentation would potentially present the U.S. with a situation

requiring the negotiation of several status agreements, including one with

Truk, Ponape and Yap in which we have no military land requirements. We

would be faced with the unenviable choice either of continuing indefinitely

to give them substantial financial assistance or risking the chance of their

I _ -falling under the influence of an unfriendly power.

_i _ Lastly, we have long asserted publicly that we favor Micronesian unity;

i to reverse that position too facilely would open us to charges of bad faith--
I

I = that with the Marianas safely split away, we then turned to disintegrating

_ the rest of the Trust Territory .....

On the other hand, Micronesia's centrifugal impulses are so strong that

, - - it is entirely possible--some would say highly probable-'that even a deter-

mined U.S. effort on behalf of Micronesian unity will fail. In these circum-

stances, an unrealistic U.S. adherence to the cause of unity could carry

important disadvantages:

:_ ' -- During the brief tenure of a central government, it might-be so

i weak vi___s_ vi___sthe district governments as to present the U.S. with difficult

,__ problems of what entity or entities possessed the authority to negotiate and

assure U.S. basing and associated land rights in Kwajalein and Pilau.
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-- Once fragmentation occurs, U.S. base rights in Kwajalein and Palau

might be jeopardized.

As indicated in the section on land requirements, the importance of

the facilities on Kwajalein argues for a close continuing political relation-

ship with the people of the Marshalls

Our military interests in Palau are of a different nature. The options

we seek there would provide a valuable hedge against future uncertainties

elsewhere in Asia, but are not sufficiently vital as to warrant a positive

response to their requests for a separate political relationship along the

lines of the Marianas Commonwealth Covenant.

The Policy Issue. The immediate policy question is what U.S. policy

should be between now and the next 12-15 months. During this period, theo

choices before us are (i) should we continue our present practice of limiting
O

our action on unity/fragmentation to occasional essentially p_o forma
Q

O
statements of support of unity, or (2) should we pursue a more activist

policy re unity, and if so what? The IAG's views on this matter are set
o

forth in the Chapter on Conclusions and Recommendations.



ANNEX C

South Pacific and West Indian Experience

An examin_ion of theprocess by which former British, Australian,

and New Zealand territories in the South PaCific _d elsewhere have

reached independence or semi-independencereveals certain common charac-

teristics:

-- The principal impetus for change in the territories' political

status came from the administering power. Following a decision in the

metropolitan capital to increase self-governing or grant independence,

the administering authority in consultation with the leaders of the

governed territory established a phased timetable which progressively

increased the degree of self-government. More often than not many of the

_ leaders and people of the governed territory responded with confused_r
o

protestations that the territory was unprepared and could not advanceo

o_ into self-government or independence as rapidly as the metropolitan

O government proposed. The metropolitan powers at times reacted by relaxing

the schedule--for example, the Australians twice permitted Somare to put

o

off the date of Papua New Guinean independence--but at the same time made

it clear that the timetable was not being abandoned or substantially

delayed.

-- In most of not all cases, a crucial element was the financial

assistance of the metropolitan government both before and after the terri-

tory's attainment of independence or self-government. In the less economi-

cally viable territories, financial assistance has in general taken the

form of regular subsidies to help meet the operating costs of the new govern-

ments. Less consistently, the former colonial powers have also grant'ed

project aid after independence. __
! ;:r' :_ t
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-- The retiring colonial powers have all wanted their former terri-

tories to be politically stable and unified •after independence, but other.

wise they have not-had substantial• political aims in the former territories.

There has been no real parallel to the U.S. requirement that its security

interests be protected in post-Trusteeship Micronesia. As a result, the

administering powers in the South Pacific have in effect been free to estab-

lish unilaterally a self-government timetable and have not needed to engage in

negotiations comparable in difficulty to the U.S.-Micronesian negotiations.

Specific comments following on Papua New Guinea, the largest and most

populous newly-independent South Pacific nation and a former U.N. Trust Terri-

tory; Fiji, the next largest and most populous recently-independent South

Pacific nation; the Cook Islands, of interest because their relationship with

New Zealand is "free association"; certain West Indian islands of interestO

o because their relationship with the United Kingdom is that of " "associated

state"; and the British Cameroons because of the precedent for dividing a
0

Trust Territory and offering separate political options reflecting traditional

and cultural interests.

o Papua New Guinea. Australian pressure for rapid PNG independence began

in 1971. Certain government discussion pointed in this direction and Gough

Whitlam, as opposition leader, called for a timetable leading toward PNG inde-

pendence which Papua New Guinean leaders protested was unrealistically rapid.

Whitlambecame Australia's Prime Minister in 1972 and in the same year

PNG elections resulted in the formation of a Ministry headed by Chief

Minister Michael Somare, who pledged to lead the country to self-government

and then to independence prior to the next scheduled elections in 1976.

After two postponements, independence was achieved in September 1975..,_

_j__ ......_
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New Guinea (in contrast to Papua) was a U.N. Trust Territory. Trustee-

ship terminationwas accomplished without significanthitch _. The final

Trusteeship Council report recommended that when PNG achieved independence,

the General Assembly simultaneously recognize the independence of PNG and

acknowledge that the Trusteeship had been terminated. The GeneralAssembly

did so.

Papua New Guinea is the only South Pacific nation facing separatist

tendencies in some respects comparable to those in Micronesia. (Fiji's

Fijian-Indian problems are different in nature and have not had any com-

ponent of territorial separatism.)Prior to independence, the principal

separatist group in this country of hundreds of different tribes, groups,

islands, and languages was the Papua Besena which advocated a politically

separate Papua They never attained seriousproportions, however, because

Somare, a highlander, "outclassed" them (in the words of an Australian

Embassy official); because the Australians never countenanced them; andO

because Papua alone lacked financial credibility. Since independence a

separatist movement has arisen in Bougainville, site of the copper mine
O

which is the only important source of PNG government revenue apart from

Australian assistance. As of March i_976, Somare has indicated a willing-

ness to make concessions designed to provide greater provincial govern-

mental autonomy and possibly also a greater share of mine revenues, and

the movement has quieted down at least for now.

Australia's massive financial aid to PNG continues in the independence

period and is a central element permitting fiscal solvency and supporting

political stability and unity. In March 1976 Prime Ministers Fraser and

Somare jointly announced that Australia had agreed to provide PNG a minimum

of $1,158 million in financial assistance over the next five years. A_stra-



li_ aid consists primarily of operational assistance ratherthaninfra-

structure or project aid. The political signifie_ce of this aid is

suggested in Embassy Port Moresby's comment on the Fraser-Somare anno_ee-

ment: "Politically, the announcement strengthens considerably Somare and

the coalition government. It should also serve as a reminder to separatists

on Bougainville that ... the good will and interest of the Government of

Australia provides far more to PNG than the mine revenues ever will."

_. Although the Fijians initially did not want independence, the

British in effect forced it on them, softening the psychological impact by

giving public prominenceto the fact that Queen Elizabeth would remain the

head of state of both countries and that FiJi would be within the Common-

wealth. In April 1970 a constitutional conference in London •agreed that

Fiji should become independent in October of that year, and Fiji did.
O

A key element in the independence equation was the•handling of the
O

Fijian-Indian question ethnic Fijians comprising about 42% of the popula-O

tion and Indians 50%. The Constitution provises that of the 22 Senators

eight are nominated by the Council of Chiefs, seven by the Prime Minister,
O

six by the Leader of the Opposition, and one by the Council of an outlying

island peopled by Polynesians. The House of Representatives has 12 Fijians,

12 Indians, and three general members elected on national rolls. To date

the government has been formed by the Alliance Party, which draws support

from the ethnic Fijians, the European and Chinese Communities, and about 25%

of the Indian community. The opposition National Federation Party gains

almost all of its support from rural and urban working-class Indians.

Another major issue is land tenure. About 83% of the land is owned

_ by ethnic Fijians and cannot be alienated. It is administered on behalf of

iI the owning village groups by a land trust board which is _u agency of the
_:,,._2_ L .___ , : _ _.
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government.

Cook Islands. The Cooks have been internally self-governing since

1965. Their relationship with New Zealand. is called "free association",

and like the free association propsed in the U.S.-Micronesian draft

Compact, this means that New Zealand controls Cooks foreign affairs and

defense. Other aspects.of the relationship-are that New Zealand to a

I considerable extent controls Cooks finances, since the islands are largely

! dependent on the New Zealand annual subsidy and on additional grants To

! carry out these responsibilities New Zealand has a High Commissioneri

stationed in the Cooks capital, Rarotonga.

The Government of New Zealand is increasingly concerned at the scale

of financial aid required by the Cooks. Aid apparently will continue

indefinitely to be a necessity, notwithstanding that the Cooks economic
O

problems are to a considerable extent eased by the free emigration of the

islanders to the New Zealand job market The 20,000 Cook Islanders like"

the original inhabitants of New Zealand a Maori people, are New Zealand

citizens owing allegiance to Queen Elizabeth.

West Indies. Five West Indian "associated states"--Antigua Dominica,

St. Lucia, St. Vincent, and St. KittsLNevis_Anguilla__are former British

colonies which are now internally self-governing but rely on the UK for

defense and foreign relations. The defense function consists of a touring

frigate which is considered spendid duty in the Royal Navy. Any of the

"asSociated states" can request independence (which the UK would be delighted

to grant) at any time it can show popular support, which is understood to

-,_;C_:_ mean either a referendum resuit or a resounding general election victory .

/_' </k where independence was a campaign issue. UK economic aid, technical assis-

_ _j tance, and government budget subsidies continue.
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British Cameroons

The German Cameroon Territory was divided at the end of WW I into

separate trusteeships under British and French administration. The

British portion of the territory wassubsequently divided into two

areas--northern and southern sections--reflecting differing traditional

and political loyalties. Both sections were administered as a part of

the adjacent British territory of Nigeria. In the late 1950's a U.N.

Visiting Mission noted the cultural and traditional similarities between

the people of Northern Cameroons and the people of Nigeria and recommended

that separate plebiscites be held for the Northern and Southern Cameroons.

In 1959, the General Assembly recommended that separate U.N. super-

vised plebiscites be held in each area to decide the future of the

Cameroons. The first plebiscite permitted the Northern Cameroons the option

of going with Nigeria or continuing the trusteeship. After voting for the

O status quo, the Northern Cameroons were offered a second plebiscite in 1961

and voted to join with Nigeria. The Southern Cameroons voted in a separate
o

plebiscite in 1961 to join with the Republic of the Cameroons, with which

it had in pre-colonial times been an integral part and which in the trustee-

ship period had been under French administration.



ANNEX D

TRANSITION

The interest of the United States in the transition of the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands from its present political status to a

future negotiated status is in seeing that the political and economic

components of the change invest the Micronesians with a positive residual

attitude toward the United States. The policies which the United States

should attempt to pursue in connection with the transition are those

policies which _ill, in concert with Micronesian desires, effectuate a

governmental and social infrastructure which can be managed within the

means the Micronesians will have available and _ich will fulfill the

development obligations undertaken by the United States in the TrusteeshipQ

Agreement o

These two aspects of transition have remained substantially the same

O from the United States point of view since 1973, when the previous study

concerning Micronesia's future political status was transmitted to the

President.

The three intervening years have however, necessitated some changes

in what can be defined as the program components of transition. The former

study identified the major component of transition as the movement of the

capital of Micronesia away from its Saipan setting to a new location of

Micronesian choosing. The President's Personal Representative was authorized

to commit up to $25 million in direct U.S. aid to this project along with

an additional $i0 million matched on a one for one basis with local contri- "

butions.

.\ _U '
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New program components of transition have been identified since that

time. The _identificationhas been the result of private meetingsbetween

the President's Personal Representative and the Chairman of the Joint

Committee on Future Status, the drafting of the Mieronesian Constitution

and, for the first time, a focused conviction on the part of the Congress

of Micronesia that economic development should precede political development

(self-government or independence). Other important transition policies

have been identified and translated into programs as the result of concern

by the U.S. Congress. Finally, new program components should be designed

with a view toward completion by the end of 1981 when the Trusteeship

Agreement is terminated.

o

The new program components are the following:

i. The putting in place of an infrastructure which will provide thes

O basic services for an acceptable post-termination Micronesian standard

of living. The cost to the United States was estimated at the Carmel

o Round of private t_ks as $145 million spread over five years. This amount

will be reduced somewhat starting in FY 1978 to reflect the budgetary

separation of the Northern Mariana Islands.

2. The decentr_ization of the Trust Territory headquarters government.

This proposal is the result of the Director of Territori_ Affairs report

to the Jackson Oversight Committee on the management of public programs in

t he TTPi. The concept of the proposal is to shift program management

responsibility and capability to the district level. Certain functions of

the Trust Territory Government _ill be relocated to districts where natuzal

i
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and human endowments are most suitable. The headquarters will be trimmed

in size so-that the Micronesians can assume most functions and responsi-

bilities at the central level when the Trusteeship Agreement is terminated.

i 3. During the transition period U.S. policies regarding foreign--

particularly Japanese--investment in and development assistance to Micronesia

..... should be tailored to create as beneficial a post-trusteeship environment

as possible. However, appropriate adjustment of transition policies•cannot

be undertaken until it is determinedwhich future political status is fore-

seen for Micronesia.

4. During the transition process, the U.S. will actively work to

achieve a program of economic development in Micronesia which is designed
O

to expand the private sector and increase the base for local revenue0

generation. Components of this include foreign and U.S investment, identi-F

fication of industrial potential and revised legal codes for zoning

5. The Conclusions and Recommendations Chapter of this study recommends

that the political status negotiations be resumed early and that, to the
Q

_ extent possible, the existence of the draft Constitution not be a consider-

ation of the negotiations. Nevertheless, late in the negotiations and prior

to the plebiscite, arrangements will have to be made with the Commission on

Political Status and Transition for the amendment of the draft Constitution

so that it is consistent with the political status alternative(s) which

result from the negotiations. The political status plebiscite will occur

in advance of the draft Constitution's revision or the constitutional

referendum. At the present time_ the proposed constitution is a draft and
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there are no contrary indications in the COM enabling legislation for the

I CONCON _hichwould prevent the COM from calling another CONCON prior to the

referendum. With• regard to the timing of the referendum, the U'S., in

I• consultation with the COM, should seek as late a date as possible, preferably

_i in the last half of 1977 in order to give adequate time to the negotiation
and status plebiscite process. - .

Since the new COM negotiating Commission does have responsibility to

consider transition measures, the subject of transition should be made a

part of the negotiations as fully as possible once their direction again

becomes clear. The U.S., through the Department of the InteriOr, should

:_ then consider establishing a joint transition group which will, with the

i _ Micronesians, make recommendations as to (i) the implementation of a

i_ revised Micronesian Constitution prior to the termination of the Trusteeship;

(2) changes in Trust Territory law and provision for the carry-over of sameO

into the new Micronesian government; (3) adjustments in U.S administration

policy in light of a political status agreement (to include such matterso

as pre-termination budgets, expanded authority for the Congress of Micro-o"

nesia, and foreign relations); and (4) provisions for the new capital of

Micronesia if such action has not by that time taken place. In the latter

connection, this study recommends that the authority of the President's

Personal Representative to commit, subject to Congressional approval, the

sum of $25,000,000 to defray the construction costs of the new capital

remain unchanged.

,-o%b,
IZJ _\

.4]I
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iI UNITED NATIONS ISSUES

The 1973 stud_'s discussion of U.N. issues remains comprehensive

and generally valid. However, the Trusteeship Council considerations

have further evolved. While the Council may remain reluctant to partic i-

pate in status definitions (especially of "free association"), it can be

expected to be increasingly desirous of information with regard to

United States Government-Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands political

status negotiations, goals, and intent. The longer the Trust Territory

:! of the Pacific Islands remains under Trusteeship Council scrutiny, the more

_ the United States Government will need to "explain" its administration of

O

_ the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, especially with regard to what
O

the Council would in all likelihood increasingly tend to see as: a) exces-

sive delay in effecting termination, and b) efforts to preempt or discourage

the acceptability to Micronesians of an independence option. TheO •

United States Government is on record before the Trusteeship Council as

a) favoring the unity of the Marshalls and Carolines; b) intending to seek

termination of all of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands simul-

taneously; and c) intending to seek United Nations Trusteeship Council and

Security Council approval for the termination of the Trusteeship Agreement.

Papua New Guinea has become independent since the 1973 study.

Accordingly, it is now correct to say that in the ten previous cases of

trusteeship termination, the administering authorities sought and received

"<,.....
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United Nations General Assembly approval before termination.

A fuller statement of the relevance of the Southwest Africa prece-

dent to the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands is that in its 1950

and 1962 opini0ns on •the Southwest Africa case the International court of

Justice specifically decided that the South African Mandate over that

territory had not lapsed just because one party said the conditions of

the agreement were fulfilled. That position was reaffirmed by the ICJ

in 1971, and the United States formally supported the Court's position in

each case. If the United States Government were to unilaterally proclaim

its obligations under the Trusteeship Agreement as fulfilled, and to assert

that the Trusteeship Agreement was therefore terminated, then the United

o States Government would be in a similarly illegal position The United
O

States could expect appropriate international condemnation in addition to

the continued scrutiny in the United Nations of the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands as the last remaining Trust Territory on the agenda of

the Trusteeship Council.o

In all foreseeable cases the U.S would be in a better political and

legal position having sought Security Council approval of termination 0f the

trusteeship even if we failed to obtain it. Accordingly, it is vital to

avoid actions now which would preclude the possibility of seeking such

approval.

Conclusions

Whether or not it will ultimately be possible to obtain U.N Security

Council approval of termination of the trusteeship, State •believes that it
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ANNEX B

oo/TV
THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H i NGTON

.-$-E-C--R-FT

duly 10, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR

Ambassador F. Haydn Williams

The President's Personal Representative for

Micronesian Status Negotiations

SUBJECT: Supl)lementary instructi_ns Concerning
Status Negotiations with the Five Districts
of Microncsia

The President has reviewed the recon_mendations contained in
p "<

your letter of April 12 1974, and the continents of the concerned
departments and agencies on those recornnlendations. The

President has in consequence decided the following: P_

--That, as regards any termination of the Compact of Free F_

Association during the first 15 years after it goes into force,

you are authorized to commit the United States to agree to any
such termination only by mutual consent. Thereafter, the

United States would be willing to agree that the Compact could

be terminated unilaterally, but only after a two-year waiting

period, and then only if during that waiting period both parties

had successfully concluded a mutual security agreement embody-

ing the military rights and uses in lands covered by then-existing
leases and rights of denial as set forth in the Compact.

--That you are authorized to comn_it the United States to a

Capital Improvements Program during the transition period in

the amounts proposed in your letter of April 12, 1974, contingent

GDS ;..



durin_ the last four years upon XIic'r¢,alc,..i;,n approval of the

Compact o£ Frce A.':s_ciatioz_. .l'ltc.sc a_:_tit_L.s should be reviewed

periodically to coz_._:i<lcr ._;_ch ,l_iit_._llllc_l_ ; ,,:; _ay bc required by
changes in the value of the U..S. ¢!¢,!1::r.

..... :?, /-

l i,,_ry ..\. Kissinger

o

o

CC: The Secretary of the Trca._ury ,_
The Secretary of Defense I_

The Secretary of the In_crior

The Deputy Sccrct;_ry _1 5t_t(.
The Dircctor, C).i-fJc'¢, _,!" _kl;':J,_._,.rl_,._t

and Budget ._

o

O""



THE] VCHITE] HOLJSEI

March 29, 1974

MEMORANDUM FOR

An'lbassador 1.'. Ilaydn Willia)ns

']'he President's Representative for

Micronesian Status Negotiations
Departnaent of Interior

SUBJECT: ,qupplenlcnfa ry lnsf rucli(ms C()ncerning
t"inancial Arrangenlenfs with the give
l)istricls of Micronesia

After reviewing the recotnn_endati(ms conlaincd in your letter of
January 25, 1974 and" the Under Secretaries Committee memorandum 8"

of February 23, 1974 the Prt'sidcnt has decided on the following. • ,.,¢

-- That the ceiling of $50 million in annual financial assistance _'

for the five districts of Micronesia aulh_),-ized hy the President's
instructions of Nt)v('mber I-t, 197_ sh(ml¢l I)(, r/tis(.¢t to ._;()0 million. _,

This ceiling will include grants, loans, t('(leral programs and services, ,._
and payments for military land, and will extend for up to 15 years.

This financial assistance will be c(mtin_ent up()n continued Micronesian

agreement to U.S. ri/ahls in l'()rei_n affairs and defense as presently ,_
specified in the Compact.

-- This financial assisiancc will be subject Io reviews periodically

and at the end of the 15 year period, wiIh Illt: objccti,/e of negotiating

such adjustments as may be supporlive of a c_)nlinuing Free Association
relationship. A second major ob.iective of these reviews should be to

make a gradual reduction in U.S. financial assistance to Micronesia, in

order to help Micronesia reduce its financial dependence on the United

States.. The reviews should also c()nsider such adjustments as may be
required l)y chang,,s in Ihe valtle ()I" I[le U.S. d_)lla)-.

-- You may commit the U.S. Gosern)ncnl to Pr()vide up to $25

million for. one-time costs of '_)o\'ing th(. cat)ilal of Micronesia from
'_:

\
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Saipan to another di

with anything above strict, subject to the approval of the U.S. Congress,
that figure bc, ing Provided on a matching basis of

two U.S. dollars for every dollar provid_:d lay _4icronesia and with anabsolute U.S, ceiling of $35 million.

-- You may con_mit the U.S. (_ovcrnT_e_t t_ provide a terminal

rive-year Capital Improvmnenls Program of no less than $15 million per
a_mu_m for the five districts of Micronesia, tl_,_eprogram to be developed
by the Department of Interiol., to begin in J"V '75, and to be subject tothe approval of the U.S. Congress.

--7 W
Henry A. l_issinger

cc: The Secretary of the Treasury
The Secretary of Defense

The Secretary of the Interior

The Deputy Secretary of State
The Director, Office of Management

and Budget

o

g
.

/
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THE WHITE HOUSE

V_/ A :'_ tl ItJC; | _')tl

N_>v_',_ll,,.r I.I, 1973

M ICk4ORAND UM FOR:

Anll)as,_a(lur I,'r;,)_klin Ilaydn Williams

'l'l_e })resideH/'s ]'erso_a] Representative

for Nlitzronesian Status Negotiations

SUBJECT:

Instructions for N'licrtn_esiarl Status
Nt+,g<_l iat jot_s

The President has approved the attach,,d instructions for your
continuing negotiations with the Micronesians. o

With regard to tll¢: offer of an independtm_-e option, it is understood
that your authority to offer sttch an Ol_li_ i::+discretionary, to be

used only if tactically necessary.

0

Attachment



Instruc_-ions for the President' s Per sonal Repre sentative

1. General

You are authorized to continue on behalf of the U.S. Government

negotiations with repre sentative s of the Mar shall and Caroline Islands
with the objective of arriving as soon as possible at an agreement

satisfying the following U.S. objectives:

Prirnar 7 Objectives

The fashioning of a new political relationship with I_ticronesia per-

mitting early termination of the trusteeship in a manner which will

protect and serve U.S. strategic and political interests through the
'following elements:

,"

-- Denial of the area for military use by third parties, o_
o

.- Establishment of a stable and friendly self-governing

Microne sian political entity through reasonable satisfaction of the p01itical

and economic aspirations of its peoples.
f_

U.S. respcasibility for and authority over all matters Which

relate to the foreign affairs of Micronesia and to defense in l_icronesta.

-- The right for the U.S. to maintain certain U.S. Government

facilities and to obtain land options that will guarantee use of the training
areas and the right to establish future bases in Micronesia.

,o

-- Satisfaction of U.S. obligations relating to termination of the

Trustee ship Agreement.

S_'condary Objectives

-- To keep U. $. financial obligations to Micronesia within rea-

sonable bounds andrelevant to the character of the future relationship.

• -- To structure the status arrangements with Micronesia in such

a manner'as to have maximum favorable impact on the negotiations with
• " 'Z7

the 1VIariana Islands District of the TTPI.
• _.

._. _0_, . .-- To keep U.S. administrative and other relationships with

cVr_M_crones,a as simple as possible while accomplishing the above objectives.
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-- To establish a relationship with }d[icronesia _vhich _11 (in

addition to meeting U.S. obligations under the Trusteeship Agreement)

obtain United Nations approval, or at least that of a majority of the

Security Council and of theTrusteeshlp Council.

Z. Status

Since a relationship of ,,free association" currently appears to be the

status alternative best designed both to protect U.S. interests in the

Western Paci/ic and %o win broad Micronesian acceptance, you should

make every effort to conclude with A4icronesian negotiators at an early

date a draft compact of free association and a related status of forces

agreement, and to win their active support for the compact among the
l_icronesian people in a subsequent plebiscite. Such a compact should

provide for Micronesian autonomy in local matters and U.S. responsi-

bility for and authority over all matter s which relate to the foreign affairs

of l_icronesia and to defense in iV[icronesia. You should seek as close a

U. S. -]v[icronesian relationship as you think the A4icronesians will accept

in order to build up vested k4icroneslan interests in the association --

e.g., particip_[tion in federal domestic programs, access to the U.S.

O

'judicial system, and rights of U. $. nationality. If the A4icronesian

negotiators insist, you may agree to a unilateral termination clause in

the compact, with the provisoes: (a) there will be, as part of the com-

pact, pre-negotiated arrangements providing for denial and basing rights ._

(to be described below) which will survive any termination of the free
c.

association relationship by 50 years; (b) there _411 be a moratorium

period of I0 to 15 years before either party may give official notice of
its intention to exercise the termination provision; and (c) the compact

cannot be terminated until one year after either party has officially

communicated its intention to terminat'_. If the Micronesian negotiators

strenuously resist any of the foregoing provisoes and show no sign of

y_eld_ng, you should seek further instructions, while making recommen-

dations thereon. ,,

You are auf/lorized to re-submlt to the k4icronesian negotiators

the earqier U.S. proposal for a modified commonwealth relationship if

at any time you think it suits the U.S. interest to do so.

You are authorized to make an independence offer to A4icronesia

any tlmeyou consider it advisable. However, the proposal should

provide for the retention of U.S. basing r_ghts in the Kwajalein At611

in the Marshall Islands for as long as the U.S. interest requires, and_

for the denial of access to Iv[icronesia by third countries for military

purpose s.
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'_ 5• Land

The U.S. military and non-m.ilitary land requirements should be

satisfied by arrangements providing for long-term U.S. Gore rn1_nent

options to take effect as soon as possible. You should undertake whateVer

further negotiating efforts are required to confirm k4icroneslan accep-

tance of the land requirements already tentatively agreed to by the Joint

Committee on Future Status set forth in Annex ]5 of the partially completed

dradt compact of free association.

Any adjustments of U.S. land requirements must be coordinated with

the concerned department or agency. Should it prove impossible to reach

agreement on such adjustments _th the department or agency concerned,
or should it become apparent at any time that it will not be possible to

satisfy through negotiations the general U.S. land requirements, you
should seek further instructions-

" to maintain the position

the new Governlnent of h4icro-o in the negotiations on land you should continue

that follov_ng k4icronesia's change of status,
nesia should honor current leases. The l_nguage of paragraph 303(e) of the

partial draft compact reflects the U.S. position in this regard. Should theto the succe ssful con-
%9

_o re_negotiation of current leases become critical
clusion of the negotiations on free association, however, you may, inof Defense and Interior, undertake

>_ ]Viicronesian landclose consultation with the Departments
O

re_negotiation on terms which would not unduly distort

values or result in the U.S. paying grossly inflated sums.

You shOuld continue to resist the imposition of any restrictions on

U.S. military uses of land on which it obtains leases. Paragraph 303(d)

of the partial draft compact reflects _h_ U.S. position on this matter.

4. Finance

You should, at'your discretion, propose a level of U S. financial

support in the range of $Z5-50 million annually, beginning in the lower

end o'f this range and moving upward as necessary to obtain Micronesian

acceptance of a free association relationshiP and agreement to U.S.

land requiren_ents. You are authorlzed to determine the proportion of

funds to be in the form of program assistance. You should make it

clear that any agreement you and the Micronesian negotiators reach



on the leveland nature of U.S. support are subject to approval by the

U.S. Congress, and that none of these funds is to be construed as

_ pa_ent for military base rights.

Should it become apparent an any point in the negotiations that,

except for l%4icronesian resistance to the maximUm U.S. financial pro-

posals, an otherWiSe satisfactory status agreement is in sight, you
should seek further instructions.

you may co_Tdt the U.S. to assist financially in relocating the

IV'_cronesian capital and in meeting other one.time transitional costs
• . • ou should register the caveat that

ou consider aPPr°prlate'_.Aga_n'thY _

Ysuch commitments are suP3 ec_ _v .-_ authorizatlon of funds by the U.S.

Congr ess.

The question of the distribution among the Departments of the

responsibility for funding U.S. financial support for l_i_cronesia should

_ be left open, and will be reviewed again at a later date.

5. Terms of l_eference

_ _ the following as your
-o

The president has specifically approved

Terms of l_eierence:

S " it - is _rovided by the President TM
.. your negotiating aumor Y _ermS of reference, and of any

• • f these . • •

:_ ---roYal of the nbove posltlons: o your negotiating authority w_n _n-__
o "FF . _---_:-.instrucuons- - .... =_n and nroceuur_-
o subsequenl; negou_5 .... z _. I_ l)ele _uu r

_ .... +; and the compOsl_Ion u,- -- .... S. E
cluc1e _cs, account the responsibilities and interests of
arrangements, taking into _ Interior and Justice. All U.S. .

the Departments of State, D_fense, - ...... -_l L-ou necessary assis-

Government agencies and departments.vnll pru,-_

tance in seeing these negotiations carried to fruition.

.. you will make recommendations on the negotiations directly

to the 1>resident through the Office of the Assistant to the president for

National Security A/fairs and conduct the negotiations on behalf of the

U.S..Government-

.. you will consult directly as necessary \vith the Congress on

political status matters i_n coordination v_th the Under Secretaries
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_ Committee and keep appropriate committees and members of the U.S.

Congress inforxned of significant developments in the negotiations.

.- You will coordinate with the Depar_nents of State, Interior,

Justice and Defense and will report back to them, as well as to the

president, the progress of the negotiations- You will be administra-

tively supported by the Department of Interior and draw on other

agencies and departments as necessary for staff. In effect, you will
work _nore closely with Interlor than with the other departments,

through their interests will also be protected.

o

o

r •

.o
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PREAMBLE

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA_/_D THE PEOPLE OF I_CRONESIA,

Recosnizing that among the responsibilities of the United

States as Administering Authority of the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands is the obligation to promote the development of the

people of Micronesia toward self-government or independence, in

accordance with their freely-expressed wishes and as appropriate to

the particular circumstances of Mieronesia, and

Recognizing their common interests in the development of a new

political status for the people of Micronesia to replace the present

O

Trusteeship,

NOW, THEREFORE, AGREE that the approval of this Compact of

Free Association by the people of Micronesia, through anexercise of

their sovereign right of self-determination, and by the Government of

the United States, shall determine the respective rights and

responsibilities of the Government of the United States and the

Government of the Federated States of Micronesia, hereinafter known

as the Government of Micronesia.
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TITLE I

Internal Affairs

_ Section_lOl

The people of Micronesia have the sovereign and inherent

right to adopt their own constitution and form of Government

2 and to amend or change any such constitution or form of

Government at any time provided that the Constitution and lawsof Micronesia shall not infringe upon the responsibilities and

rights vested in the Government of the United States and the
Government of Micronesia and its States as a result of the

approval of the Compact by the people of _,Iicronesia,and by _r
O

the Government of the United States. o_O

_('_/G _elily constituted Government of Micronesia shall have k

_ _/I full responsibility for and authorlty over the internal affalrs _

_,_ _bof _iicronesia.

_ Section 103

_ _I The people of Micronesia, in the exercise of their rights. . .
____ of self-determination,may in the event of termlnatlon of thls

t ? Compact freely choose their own future political status in

_ accordance with Title XI of this Compact.

_0
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TITLE II

Foreign Affairs

/ ...._" (a) The Government of the United States shall have full
_

t _\_ resp°nsibilzty for and authority over the foreign affairs of

- Co) The Government of the United States and the Govern-

ment of Micronesia shall consult at the request of either of
them on matters of mutual concern relating to foreign affairs.

(c) Without derogating from its powers under this

Title, the United States will respect the principle that the

Government of _._cronesiahas full responsibility for and

authority over the internal affairs of _iicronesia.

rl

_ .i_ . ' The autho "ty of the Lh_ited States under Secti°n 201

P 7 treaty or other international agreement to which the United

States is a party provided, however, that no treaty or other
inte:national agreement, or provision thereof, which in its

effect relates exclusively to Micronesia, or predominantly to

_licronesiarather than to the United States, will be applied

to Micronesia if the Government of Micronesia objects to

such application.
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assistance and diplomatic protection to citizens of Micronesia traveling

outside of Micronesia and of the United States.

(b) The Government of the United States will give sympathetic

consideration to applications by foreign countries for the establishment

of Consulates in Micronesia, subject in each case to assurance from the

Government of Micronesia that it would welcome the establishment of such

a Consulate. The Government of the United States and the Government of

Micronesia shall establish arrangements for the Joint accreditation of

foreign consular officers in Micronesia. O

(c) The Government of the United States will facilitate Micronesian

activity in the areas for which the Government of Micronesia may exercise

responsibility under Annex A, which is an integral part of this Compact.

Section 20h

_>\ In accordance with the terms of Annex A, the Government of

_') Micronesia may undertake the activities specified therein.
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TITLE III

Defense

__overnment of the United States shall have full responsibility

__/__oe_ti_ _ _hority over defense matters in Micronesia.

([ _ I (a) The defense responsibility and authority of the United States

_V Govennnent provided for in Section 301 include:

7 _ _ (1) The defense of Micronesia, its people and territory,/ from attack or threats thereof;

-"" (2) The right to prevent third parties from using the

territory of Micronesia for military purposes; and O

O

(3) The use of United States military bases which are
O

established in Micronesia for the security of the

United States, and to support its responsibilities

for the maintenance of international peace and security.

(b) The Government of the United States may Conduct theactivities and operations within the lands, waters and airspace of

Micronesia necessary for the exercise of its responsibility and

authority under Section 302(a).

Section, 303

(a) The Government of the United States shall have the exclusive

right to establish, maintain and use military areas and facilities

#_ in Micronesia pursuant to Paragraphs (b), (c) and (dj of this Section,the unencumbered right to protect all United States military facilities

f,

/
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in Micronesia, and full freedom of use and access to all facilities and

areas used for the conduct of military activities.

(b) The Government of Micronesia, and its States and subdivisions

thereof, shall assure the United States the rights and uses in the lands

and waters specified in Paragraph I of Annex B, which is an integral part

of this Compact.

(c) The Government of Micronesia, and its States and subdivisions

thereof, shall establish suitable procedures to provide a prompt

response to a request by the United States Government for those rights

and uses specified in Paragraph II of Annex B, and the State or sub-

division thereof directly concerned shall negotiate in good faith to

achieve on reasonable terms an agreement for such rights and uses within
0

one year after the effective date of this Compact. o0

(d) If in the exercise of its authority and responsibilities under

this Title the United States Government requires the use of areas within

Micronesia in addition to those specified in Annex B, requests may be

made of the Government of Micronesia to satisfy these requirements.

The Government of Micronesia and its States and subdivisions thereof, shall

establish suitable'procedures to provide a prompt response by the State

or subdivision thereof directly concerned to any such request by the

United States, and such State or subdivision thereof shall negotiate in
good faith to achieve on reasonable terms an agreement for the use of

such areas.

(e) The agreements for the lands and waters listed in Annex B shall

conform with the'provisions of this Compact and such agreements shall not
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contain any limitations on the use of such lands and waters which conflict

with the basic authorities and responsibilities of the United States

under Sections 301, 302 and 305 of this Title.

(f) The rights and uses specified in this Compact and in agreements

existing upon the entry into force of this Co_rpact,shall at the option

of the United States extend in full force and effect for the period

of this Compact, unless a particular agreew_nt provides for a shorter or

longer term. Whenever agreements are extended, the terms of such agree-

ments relating to payments shall continue until agreement on new terms

is reached.

b_ Section 304

I J_ _ (a) No country other than the United States shall enjoy the right o_8
to conduct military activities or to establish and malntaln m111tary

facilities and areas within the territory of Micronesia at any time,

except as provided in Paragraph (b) of this section.

(b) The United States Covernn_nt may invite military units of other ._

countries acting in conjunction with and under control of United States _

y forces to utilize such military facilities and areas.
(c) The rights accorded the [Mited States in Paragraphs (a) and

(b) may not be assigned to any other country.

_ction 305f

_ _t _ The legal status of United States militarypers°nnel, °fUnited
_r- States citizen civilian employees, and of their dependents, while

P'7 present in _dcronesia, shall be established by mutual agreement betweeni -/,

the Government of _cronesia and the Government of the United States.

_) shall come into force simultaneouslywith

q.r
That jurisdictional agreement

the Compact. J _o ::i-j\, • GPO g06-145
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_Seetion 306

? with United States law shall be eligible to volunteer for service in

hl the Armed Forces of the United States, but shall not be subject to

I\_" / involuntary induction into military service unless they become
r_" k_<_/" " as determined United

__9/_p ermanent residents of the United Sta_es, by

tates law.

L _f_ection 307
f_i_ The Government of the United States and the Government of Micronesia

• shall consult at any time requested by either of them on matters re-

/ lating to defense. While not derogating from its full responsibility, this area, the United States will to the extent possible

i_'- and authority in

without prejudice to its fulfillment of its defense responsibilities

accommodate the expressed wishes of the Government of Micronesia.

/_" _;_;,

\_ _I. "
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TITLE IV

Finance

t

i
the economic and social welfare of the people of _,Ecronesiaand in

" recognition of the special relationship that has existed andf .....continues to exist between the United States and Micronesia, agrees

,.to provide on a grant basis to the Government of _licronesiaand its

_. States $48 million annually for the first five years of this.G_ • Contact $45 million ann_lly for the next five years, and $42 million

annually for the next five years.
0

(b) Of the funds provided under Section 401(a), $6 million
F

annually will be allocated to the national GoverrJnentof _Rcronesia

to assist in providing conm_n and essential services to the people :

of the States of _icronesia.

(c) The remainder of the funds provided under Section 401(a)

will be allocated'equitablyto the States of Micronesia in accordance

with the following fonr_la:

%_ese funds will be for _he use of the State governme.ntsin support

of government operations, capital improvements, and other programs

within each State.

_, <'I\ .
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_ Section 402

I__ (a) i]ieGovernment of the United States will also make avail"

7 able to the C_vernment of Micronesia and its States financial

assistance on a grant basis for a Micronesian Loan Fund to pronDte

_O\ econoJmicdevelopment tJlroUghoutall of bticronesiain an annual amount

._3' of $9 million for the first five years of this Compact, $7 million

A_-"_ for tilenext five years, and $5 million for the next five years.

(b) Of these amounts one-half will be allocated equitably among

the State governments for loans for business, agriculture, and marine

development, on the basis set forth in Section 401(c).

(c) The ren_ining one-half will be retained by the Government

__ of Micronesia to increase the operating capital of Micronesian

(%

financial institutions involved in loan or equity financing for _o

larger scale loans than those encompassed by the small business loan

funds at the State level.

_ Section 403 -_

"/_ _ (a) _e Government of the United States shall provide the
-U

Government of Micronesia, and its States, without compensation, the _

services of the U.S. Postal Service, the U.S. Weather Service and the

U.S. Federal Aviation Administration. The level of such services in.- each State shall be that extended to that State during United States

_'\_%." Fiscal Year 1976. The Government of Micronesia, and its States and

subdivisions, shall make provision for the use of land necessary for

- such purposes at,no cost to the United States Government.

Co) The Government of the United States and the Government of

Micronesia from time to time may agree upon the extension of additional

federal programs a_d services to Micronesia. ./_ %

? v
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(c) Neither the Cove_aent of _._cronesianor any State thereof"

may impose taxes or other levies upon United States property or

personnel, or the personal property of such personnel, present in

Micronesia in connection with a service or program furnished by the

United States under Section 403(a) of this Compact.

_ Section 404
The Government of Micronesia and the Government of the United

77 States shall negotiate in good faith as to the amounts of economic
assistance, as provided for in this Title, for periods subsequent to

_L__V _, the first fifteen years after the effective date of this Compact.

Pending agreement on new amounts of such assistance the United States

,_ i_-""will continue assistance to the Covernment of _ticronesiaand its States

O

under Section 401(a), (b) and (c) and 403(a) subject to,the gradually

descending five year scales established in Section 401(a) as may be

-- adjusted pursuant to Section 40S(b) of this Compact.

/_Section 405

" (a) If in any year the funds to be provided for that year under

_ Section 401 are not completely used, the unused balance shall remain

p_ available to the Government of b_cronesia and the States in addition

C___ " to the funds to be provided in subsequent years.

(b) Sections 401 and 402 will be reviewed by the Government of

. Micronesia and the Government of the United States at the time of the

%y effective date of the Comp;,ctand at five year intervals thereafter or

more frequently at the request of either government to take into

account changes in economic conditions and in the purchasing power of

U.S. currency since the beginning of U.S. Fiscal Year 1976.

(c) The Government of Micronesia and the U.S. General Accounting

• .,--:_ o:_
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Office shall determine procedures for the periodic audit of all grantS,

loans and funds expended for federal services and programs as stipulated

in tillsTitle.

TITLE V

Applicable Laws

. (a) :Except as provided in the _/6_d_ pursuant to Section 605,

the treaties m_d intenmtional agreements applicable to the Trust

P?, TerritorYl_ _ the Pacific Islands on the day preceding the effective

_/-__._..... date oft" Conlmct shall be applicable to Micronesia, as well as the

_ ( \."__.jjtreaties mid international agreements made applicable to Micronesia _
K___. __ _O

__ pursuant to Section 202 of this Compact.

o

(b) The statutory law of the United States applicable to the c_

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands on the day preceding the

effective date of this Compact sha)l not be applicable to Micronesia

except as otherwise provided in this Compact or in other agreements

between the United States and Micronesia.

n__ Section 50,2

_ _ (a) Treaties and international agreements applicable to
," ..i'_ "_ Micronesia shall lmve the force of internal law in Micronesia without

_.__ the need of implementing legislation if they are self-executing,
! - regardless of whether such treaties or international agreements became

I-'
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or shall beco..me._applicable to _cronesia prior to or after the ef-

fective date of this Compact. A treaty or international agreement

shall be presumed to be self-executing if the United States has not

enacted implementing legislation for itself at the time of its

proclamation by the President of the United States.

(b) The Government of _icronesia and its States and sub-

divisions thereof will enact whatever domestic legislation is

appropriate or required to enforce or implement those treaties and

international agreements applicable to _cronesia pursuant to

Section 501(a) of this Compact which are not self-executing. Pending

the enactment of such legislation, the Government of Micronesia and

its States and subdivisions thereof shall apply as internal lm¢ the 8
0

principles of the implementing legislation enacted by the United

O

States.

(c) The Government of _ticronesiaand its States will undertake

to comply with and to enforce faithfully the treaties international
, ._

agreements and laws set forth in subsections (a) and (b) of this

Section 503

i_a) The Government of Micronesia and its States will adopt

_/__ and enforce such measures as may be necessary (i) to protect the

personnel, property, installations, services, programs and official

i.., information maintained by the Government of the United States in

Micronesia pursuant to th{s Compact, and (2) to ensure the effective

implementation of the services and programs provided by the Government

of the United States in Micronesia pursuant to this Compact. Such
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measures shall includeappropriateand adeauate civil and criminal

remedies against:

(i) Fraud against the Governmentof the United States.

(2) Theft, embezzlementor destructionof property

belonging to or in the custodyof the Government

of the United States;or the theft or unauthorized

use of official informationof the Governmentof

the United States.

(3) Interferencewith the operationof installations,

prograr_9or servicesmaintainedby the Government

of the United States in Micronesiapursuant to this
==

Compact. oO

(b) In the event the Governmentof Micronesia or its States do F

not adopt and enforce the measures requiredby subsection (a) of

this section, the relatedprograms or services extendedby the

United States to _licronesiaunder Section 403 may then be withheld

to the extent that the implementationor operationof such programs

or services is therebyseriouslyand unreasonablyimpeded.

(c) The Covernmentof the United States may, with the approval

of the Governmentof _licronesia,provide investigativeand enforcement

services to insure compliancewith the laws and regulationsrelating

to services and programs extended to Micronesiaby the United States

pursuant to this Compact.
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se°t °n
Except as otherwise provided in Title X:

......... _ -onstrued as constituting

(a) Nothing in _nzs _ompac_ sn_., _=

a submission of either the Government of Micronesia or the Government

_ of the United States to the Jurisdiction of the courts of the other.

_i) (b) The Court of Claims of either of the governments shall not

__/ have Jurisdiction over any claim against either Of the gOvernments
growing out of or dependent upon this Compact.

(c) The provisions of Section 13h6(b) and of Chapter 171,

Title 28, United States Code shall not be applicable to any claim

• / /arising in Micronesis. o_

/_/ Section 505

_ _ The Government of Micro nesia and the GOvernment Of the United _
States will cooperate with each other in the pursuit, capture, B

P? °
#/_ imprisoi_nent and delivery to appropriate authorities of fugitives from

_I. _ Justice who have fled from the Jurisdicti°n °f °he G°vernment t° that 7
_ of the other. The precise terms of this mutual obligation shall be the_

tt_.j ") subject of a later separate agreement between the Government o

, Micronesia and the Government of the United States.

t_ i fSection 506

_ In the conduct of its activities in _Rcronesia the Government of

the United States will endeavor to protect the surrounding environment

rom permanent or irreparable damage by adherence to standards no less

iV -restrictive than those established by United States law, except as

._ .otherwise may be agreed. /k"/_ 0,7_--.2_

.... _,_ _,_

'q_SY
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TITLE VI

Trade and Commerce

_ Sectio_____nn60__II

___F _ The Government of Micronesia will have the authorzty to establzsh,

i_ dlange or eliminate import and exl_ortduties and other regulations,

_/z__ _ including internal d_arges, laws and conditions governing the importa-

_6:£':tion and exportation of and commerce in goods to and from Micronesia,

_/ except as otherwise provided in this Compact or as otJlerwiseagreed.

Section 602

_ (a) !In order to promote the development of the _cronesian
econolm/the United States will, to the greatest extent feasible, give

sympathetic consideration to requests for preferential conditions for

/_\OJ"_,the importation of goods of _cronesian origin into the United States. 8

k\ ./ (b) The United States and _iicronesiawill each accord to products

of the other treatment no less favorable than that •accordedlike

products of any foreign country with respect to customs duties and

charges of a similar nature and with respect to laws and regulations

relating to importation, exportation, taxation, sale, distribution,

storage an8 _se, except as otherwise agreed.

sec__tio_n603

_ _ (a)The Gover_nt of Micronesia shall have tilepower to regulate

_># domestic air and n_aritimeco_:mrce bet_'eenpoints each of which iswitJlin_Ecronesia to the extent that such regulation does not conflict

_i_._-_)with the treaties and _nternational agreements applicable to _._cronesia

• .'_ _0 ;?_\
,.. <2\
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_ursuant to Title II of this Compact and does not conflict with appro-

priate regulations of the Federal Aviation Agency.

[b)) The Government of the b_ited States shall obtain the consent

of the Covernment of _Eicronesiabefore granting any n_ authority to

any United States or foreign air carrier for internatioPal air commerce

to or from _cronesia, except for aircraft operated for or under the

control of the C_vernment of the United States in connection with

I t .activities under Title III.

/___--_e currency of the United States will continue to be the

official legal tender for M&cronesia until sudl time as tileGovernment

of ,Xhcronesiaacts to institute its own currency. The terms and o..- . . (D

(,<i>%7i.'conditions of an appropriate currency transitional period shall be as

__qi i mutually agreed.
/_ _ ....Section 605

TITLE VI I \ <_ _ t

Citizenship and Nationality

Sectio____en7o!

L/ __ Every person who is a citizen of the Trust Territory of the
_ Pacific Islands on tileday preceding the effective date of this Compact,

/_ or who thereafter becomes a citizen of _'Acronesiaby birth, and who
has not taken any affirmative step to preserve or acquire any citizen-

/" i_iship or nationality of any country other than 5'.icronesiaor the United

_-_"i State% shall Be given the privileges of a national of tilebhited

"" States for tilepurposes of entry, exit, and establishment of residence '
in the United States, as set forth in Section 801(b), and for the

purpose of engaging in occupations in the United States.
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_S__ection 702

/ _ _A described in Section701 who is a citizenAny person
or national of a country other than _ticronesiaor the

United States shall cease to have the privilegesof a
national of the Lh_itedStates within one year after the

-" - effective date of this Compact,or within six months
/\._ ' .
( -/' after becoming 18 years of age, _d_ichevercomes later,

_ unless he renouncesthat citizenshipor nationality.

TITLE VIII

I_igration and Travel

tion 801

) e Governmentof _,ticronesiashall have the power _

to regulate i_nigrationand entry of persons who are not o

citizens of _ficronesia,except as provided in this Compact _

or as otherwiseagreed.

__.<, (b) Citizens and nationalsof the United States

who are not citizens of _cronesia shall be free to enter

and.exit_£icronesiabut not to establishresidence in

Micronesia ex,cept with the consentof the Governmentof

Micronesia. Citizens of Micronesiawho have the privileges

of nationals of the United States shall be free to enter

_, _%
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and exit the United States, its territories and possessions,

but not to establish residence in the territories or

possessions of the United States except with the consent

of the Government of the United States. Citizens of

_ticronesiawho are not United States citizens or who do not

have the privileges of nationals of the United States shall

be accorded treatment as aliens.

(c) _4_cronesianprovisions applicable to entry and

exit to and from Micronesia by citizens and nationals of

the L_titedStates and personnel sent to _cronesia put- o_
O

suant to Section 405 of this Compact shall not be more g
,<

restrictive th_1 the comparable United States regulations O

governing those Micronesian citizens who have the privileges

of United States nationals• ._
0

Representation and Consultation

_/Section 9_

_f_ The Governments of the I_Ited States and of _Ncronesia

9 agree to establish at the central seat of Government of

W/_-x _cronesia and "inWashington, D.C., respectively, Resident
' A i_'iOffices for the purposes of maintaining close and regular

on o,
_ and i,um_Jnities respecting the P,esident Offices shall be

set forth in Annex C, which is an integral part of this Compact.
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TITLE X

_S Dispute Settlement
ection 100___!I

/_/ _a) In the event of a dispute l_ich relates tO the interpretatiOn
or application of the provisions of this Compact, the Government of

_7 Micronesia and the Government of the United States shall negotiate in

_good faith in an effort to settle the dispute.

(b) If the negotiations provided for in Section 1001(a) do not

result in a settlement of the dispute in a manner satisfactory to both

_ Governments within a reasonable period of time, then either Government
- • "'\ o • o

_,I may resort to lltlgatlon as provided in Section 1001(d) below, or both

_--_/Governments may agree to refer the dispute to arbitration in accordance o_
(%

with Section 1001(c). o
(c) In accordance with Section i0010o) the Governments of the

United States and of Micronesia may agree to refer a dispute to an
Cu

Arbitration Board. Those Governments may decide to request either an ._
o

advisory or a binding decision of the Board. Unless the two Governments• t_

otherwise agree, the Arbitration Board shall consist of five (5) persons,

two members to be s_lected by the C_vernment submitting the dispute

to the Arbitration Board, two members to be selected by the other

Government within twenty (20) days after notification of the selection

by the Government submitting the dispute, and the fifth member, who shall

act as chairman, to be selected by a majority decision of the four members

selected by the Governments. If the members initially appointed are

unable to agree on the fifth member within sixty (607 days after the

selection of the fourth member, the fifth member shall be selected by the

:--, .,.-\

_,.._ _ ]

" v'_/
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Chief Judge of the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

All members of the Arbitration Board shall be citizens of the United

States or of bEcronesia. The costs of the Arbitration Board shall be

shared equally by the t_¢o Governments.

(d) In accordance with Section 1001(b), either Government may

submit a dispute arising under the interpretation or application of this

Compact, at its election, to the United States District Court for the

the District of llawaii, to the United States District Court for the

District of Columbia, or to the United States Court of Claims if the

subject matter of the dispute is within the general competence of that

court. Those courts shall have jurisdiction to hear these disputes and

to issue the necessary processes, and the Governments of the United
o
O

States and the Government of Micronesia agree to submit themselves to

such jurisdiction and processes for the purposes of this Section 1001(d).

It. is intended that any such disputes will constitute cases or con-

•troversies which are justifiable in those courts and that the under- .w

takings of the Government of the United States and the Government of

blicronesiaand its States provided for in this Compact will be en-

forceable in those"courts.

TITLE XI

__, Amendment and Change of Status
Se__cctionI____I011

_ _ This Compact may be amended at any time by mutual consent of the
Government of Micronesia and the Government of the United States.
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(a) 2_ais Compact n_y be terminated at any time by mutual consent

f the Coverm_nt of biicronesia and the Government of the United

rates.
V "/ -, > Co) After the expiration of the first fifteen years follo_ing

C_:is entry into force, this Compact may also be terminated unilaterally

(1) by the Governnent of the United States in accordance with its
:.'_V_ constitutional processes, such termination to be effective on a date

f_ " • f

_not earlier than two years following receipt by the Government o
_- Kicronesia of notice of the Government of the Lhaited States' intention

to tenvAnate; or (2) by the Govenment of _.licronesia by referring the

issue to the legislatures of the States 2q_e legislature of each State•
m"

shall determine the rammer in which the vote of the people of that (D
O

State shall be taken. If at least 55% of the vote shall favor termination
O

in at least two-thirds of the States of Hicronesia, the Government of

blicronesia shall ,_pon certification of the results of the vote on this

issue give notice thereof to the Government of the United States and ._

nmy take action to terminate the Compact effective on a date not earlier

than two years fo.llowing such notice, subject to the provisions of _°_

Section 1103. The action of the Govermnentof Micrenesiaand the

terminationof the Compactslmll not be applicableto any State of

_[icronesiain which at least 55% of the vote has been againstten_ination.

(c) Duringthe period of two years prior to the effectivedate

of terminationset forthunder the provisionsof Section 1102CO),anY

State in whidl at least 55% of the vote has been againstterminationshall be

given the opportunityto negotiate with the United States with respectto

/ } 0 _ _"_-_
i.:,,. - <)\ ,
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that State's fi_ture political status. Upon the effective date of

termination, if an agreement has not been concluded with respect to

the future political status of any such State, all relevant pro-

visions of this Compactshall continue in full force and effect with

respect to the State except that by agreement between the United

States and that State an appropriate adjustment will be made in the

level of financial aid to be prox_ded to that State by United States

] A _/_derTitle IV'

Section l102(b), the rights and uses of the United States in the lands

• and waters of _ticronesia covered by then-existing leases and use g
o

agreements shall continue for the terms thereof, and the rights of

denial set forth in Section 302 and the jurisdictional agreement set o_
forth in Section 305 of this Compact shall continue in force until

dlanged or terminated by mutual consent. ._
J • 4':

(\_;i (b) In the event the Compact is re.hated pursuant to the o

_ __ provisionsofSectionll02(b), the Governnentof_ffcronesiaandthe
- Governmentof the United States shall negotiatein good faith for

amountsof economicassistanceto be provided thereafter. Until such

agreenentis reached,but for no longerthan a two-yearperiod,the

amomts of assistanceprovided under Sections401(a), (5), (c) and

403(a) shall continuein effect, as adjustedequitablyto reflectthe

decisionof any State not to terminate, and the previsionsof Section 404

shall not apply.

,_.. ,' _?\

,,,a _'_ ,.%"
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TITLE XII

Approval of the Compact and Effective Date

_ Sec___tio__o_n120__ii

(a) This Compact will be approved by Micronesia if at least
55% of those voting in a plebiscite to be held in Micronesia vote

¢_, in favor of the Con_)act,including a majority in at least four of
the six States of _icronesia. All persons who would be eligible to

,' "\_!_' ; if sudl elections; / vote in elections for the Congress of Micronesia,

C_ were held on the date the plebiscite is conducted, shall be eligibleto vote in the plebiscite. In determining whether the required

majority has voted for or against the Conpact, only the

affirmative and tilenegative votes shall be counted. The Compact
O
o

shall not becon_ effective, however, in any State in whidl at least

55% of those voting have voted against the Compact. The provisions

of the Compact shall be adjusted appropriately by agreement to be

applicable only to the remaining States of Nicronesia. ._

__ (b) This Compact will be approved by the L_ited States in

//g_____ccordance_vithits constitutional processes. _
. e___ction 1202

__ "lhePresident of the United States shall issue a proclamation
_ announcing a date mutually acceptable to the Governments of the United

_% States and _licronesiaat which the Compact will come into effect,when he finds:

i. _11atthe Compact has been approved as provided for in

_ _"Y Settle1 1201; and that

i'_ o_ (_
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2. The people of Micronesia have adopted a Constitution

pursuant to SectionI01 of the Co:_pact,and that

3. The TrusteeshipAgreementbetween the United States

and the SecurityCouncil of the United Nations for

the formerJapanese_dated Islandshas been ter-

minated or will terminateon the day on which the

Compactbecomes effective.

o
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Ak_C£XA

I. The Government of _cronesia may undertake the following activities

pursuant to Section 204 of the Compact.

(a) The Government of _[icronesiamay seek associate or other

appropriate membership for which Micronesia may be eligible in regional

organizations, United Nations Specialized Agencies, or their subsidiary

bodies, of which the United States is a member. The Government of the

United States will sponsor such applications and will give sympathetic

consideration to requests from the C_vernment of 5£icronesiato apply

for appropriate membership in any other such organizations in which the

United States is not a member. The Government of the United States
o=

will assist Micronesia in training personnel to participate in these O
_m
,<

organizations. o

(b) The Goverm_ent of Micronesia may negotiate and conclude

in the name of _ticronesia agreements of a cultural, educational,

financial, scientif'c or technical nature that apply only to Micronesia o_

with any internationalorganization in which Micronesia is a member.

(c) The Government of _icronesia shall be consulted in the

negotiation of agreements specified in Paragraph I(e) of this Annex,

and shall be afforded an opportunity to participate in the negotiation

of international agreements entered into by the United States to the

extent that _[icronesiacould object to the application of such agreements

under Title II, Section 202, of this Compact.

(d) The Government of Micronesia may establish temporary or

permanent representation of _Ncronesian trade or other commercial
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interests in foreigncountries,or accept foreign trade or commercial

representationin _Licronesia.

(e) The Governmentof _ticronesiamay request the Governmentof

the United States to negotiatewith foreigncountries agreementsof a

commercial,cultural,educational,financial,scientific or technical

nature which shall apply to Micronesia. The Governmentof the United

States shall give sympatheticconsiderationto such requests.

II. In advanceof undertakingany initiativepursuant to its dis-

cretion under ParagraphI of this Annex, the Government of _iicronesia

shall inform the Governmentof the United States of its proposed action

and shall keep the Governmentof the United States fully informedof

the progress and conduct of such activities, o

III. The Gover_.entof the United States will promptly notify the

Governmentof _4icronesiaif it appears that any proposal or activity

of the Governmentof _ticronesiapursuant to this Annex conflictswith ._

the internationalobligationsor responsibilitiesof the Governmentof

the United States or if it is likely to lead to such conflict. In

accordance with Section 201Co) of this Compact the Governmentof the

United Stateswill consult as requestedwith the Goverr.mentof Micronesia

and will seek to consultbefore issuinga notificationpursuant to this

paragraph.

IV. Upon notificationby the Governmentof the Ui_itedStates that an

activity proposed or engaged in by the Goverrm_entof _cronesia pursuant

to this Armex conflictsor is likely to conflict with the exerciseof

!".4

_,,,_ _,._
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responsibilitiesassumed by the U.S. under this Compact, or under its

internationalobligationsor basic security interests, the Government

of_Hcronesia will refrain from or promptly discontinue such activity.

V. Any disputesarisingwith respectto the applicationof Annex A

shall be subjectto the disputesettlementprocedure of Title X.

o

o

o

/%" - <.X

x_

i- ¢ -
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._\._X B

I. Pursuant to Sections 302 and 303 of the Compact, the parties agree

that the fights and uses of the United States in lands and waters of

),kicronesia include:

(a) _hrshall Islands

(I) Within the Kwajalein Atoll, continuing rights for the

use of those lands and waters associated with and

currently controlled as part of the Kwajalein _t_ssile

l_nge, the land portion of which encon_asses approximately

1,320 acres.

(2) In the Bikini Atoll, continuing rights for use of 1.91

acres of Ourukaen and Eniman islets, and to use the 8

pier, airfield and boat landing on .EneuIsland.

(3) In the Fniwetok Atoll, retention of such rights as may

be negotiated upon return of the atoll. ._
o

(b_ Continuing rights to occasional or er._rgencyuse of all

harbors, waters and airfields throughout l,_cronesia.

(c) Continuing rights to use of existing Coast Guard facilities.

II. Pursuant to Sections 302 and 303 of the Compact, the fol]owing

specified rights and uses in the Palau Islands shall be negotiated

in good faith.

(a) Access and and_orage rights in Malakal harbor and adjacent

waters, together with rights to acquire 40 acres for use within the

_alakal harbor area, composed of submerged land to be filled and

- \%
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adjacent fast land.

(b) Rights for the joint use of an airfield capable of sup-

portingmilitary jet aircraft at Babelthuapairfield/Airaisite,

the right to improve that airfieldto meet military requirements

and slmcificationsand the righ to developan exclusive use area

for aircraft parking,maintenanceand operationalsupport facilities.

(c) (_lthe island of Babelthuapthe right to acquire 2,000

acres for exclusiveuse, along with tileright for non-exclusive

use of an adjacent area encompassing30,000acres, for intermittent

ground force trainingand maneuvers.
:r
o

llI. All future agreementsconcluded for the use of lands and
o

waters in Micronesia and all modificationsto an)"agreement under

B
this Title, shall conform to the provisionsof this Compact.

_n
o
ch
t_

',% %j .
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ANNI_ C

I. _le Governmentsof Micronesia and of the United States, and the

]leadsof their respectiveResident Offices, shall be exempt from all

national, regional or municipal dues and taxes in respect of the

premises of their respectiveResident Offices,whether o_med or

leased,other thml such as representpa)_nentfor specific services

rendered.

II. Any person employed by the Governmentof Micronesia in its

Resident Office who is neither a citizennor a permanentresident

of the United States, or any person en_loyedby the Government of

the United States in its Resident Office who is neither a citizen _8

nor a perJ_mnentresident of Micronesia,shall be exempt from income _

and social security taxes levied under the laws of the host Govern-

ment or any of its States with respect to incomewhich is paid from
o

funds provided by the employingGovernmentor any agency thereof _r_

and upon which they are subject to the inco_ or social security

tax laws of the employingGovernmentor any other other Government

and from taxes on the purchase, ownership,use or dispositionof

personal movable property (includingautomobiles)intended for their

own use. Such employeesand members of their families shall receive

the same treatmentwith respect to the payment of customs and import

and export duties on personal effects, equipmentand supplies imported

into the territo,D'of the other Governmentfor their own use, and _ _.F0,_\c\
with respect to other duties and fees, as is accordedby the _ =_

Governmentof the United States to diplomaticpersonnel of foreign

countriesresident in the United States, subjectonly to the limitation
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that continuous customs free entry shall be limited to personnel,

including their families, of comparable grade to the diplomatic

personnel accorded continuous customs free entry by the United

States.

III. The premises of the Resident Offices including tileresi-

dences of the Heads of the Resident Office shall be inviolable.

Neither the agents of the Government of Micronesia nor those

of the Government of the United States may enter the premises of

the other Government's Resident Office except with the consent

of the head of that Resident Office or someone authorized to act

on his behalf.

IV. _e premises of each Government's Resident Office, their o_
o

funlishingsand other property thereon and the means of transport

of the Resident Office shall be immune from search, requisition, o_

attachment or execution, except insofar as such inm_nity is

expressly waived by the head of the Resident Office or someone ._
O

authorized to act on his behalf.

V. Any person employed by either the Government of Micronesia

or the Government of the United States in its Resident Office

who is also a citizen of the employing Government s]mll enjoy

i_nunity from the criminal jurisdiction of the other Government

or its States. This imunity s]mll extend to all-members of the

family of such a person forming a part of his household, if they

are not citizens of the reeeiving Government. _%;k
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Initialled on June 2, 1976 at Saipan,Mariana Islands

For Joint Colr_fitteeon Future Status Personal Ecpresentativeof
of the Congressof Micronesia. Presidentof the United States:

LAZARUS E. SALII F. ItAYDNWILLIN'B
EFd_APW. SILK
PhTRUS IIJN
ISIDORO RUDI_.iQI
BAILEY OLTER
P,.ESIO F.OSF£
TOSB';O lgkKAY/_._
JOl¢_ b_kNGEI:EL

AMBILOS IEHSI

o

i
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